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Abstract 

As a Woman in science I witnessed and experienced a patriarchal system supported by a 

shame-based culture. My undergraduate experience as a biology student in Saskatchewan 

demonstrated a need for emancipatory practice within science education and the views 

entrenched therein. With a goal of furthering my personal understanding regarding this 

scholarly/erudite niche, I interviewed nine Women regarding their experiences of science in 

Saskatchewan. Using an autoethnographic approach, I explored my responses to their 

individual stories, revisiting my own path to and through biology and academia with the 

goal of finding a “both and” approach embracing of Indigenous ways of coming to knowing 

and feminist methodologies while employing an ethic of care. Through this process I have 

come to believe that we need a unifying and equitable way forward that meets people 

where they are; Indigenous and feminist methodolgies will provide that path. 

Keywords: biology, Indigenous ways of knowing, feminist methodologies, 

autoethnography, shame, science education, sexism, racism 
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Glossary 

6F The hex colour code for white is FFFFFF, a string of six Fs. These 
codes were commonly used by web designers working within HTML. 
This code is now utilized in online environments where bots might 
scan for anti- white sentiments voiced by people frustrated with the 
status quo. 

Utilizing “white” in statements online within social media can result in 
people receiving blocks and bans. Thus the activist community uses a 
constantly evolving and changing system of terms allowing us to 
communicate our frustrations with white patriarchal systems of 
oppression. 6F is one such term currently in use. 

acceptance 
versus 
awareness 

An acceptance paradigm within disability communities is one which 
encourages dialogue around systems of oppression and ways of 
mitigating said systems to lessen the burden on individuals who may 
be currently disabled by society and said systems. Acceptance allows 
and celebrates differences and other ways of looking at and moving 
through our shared world. Awareness is simply seeing a problem and 
remaining passive, believing it is the responsibility of the person facing 
the challenge to deal with it. Acceptance insists on action by those 
who hold systemic power. 

Autistic 
burnout and 
masking 

Autistic burnout is a cost associated with the practice of masking, 
which in a society that values sameness over diversity, is required by 
those who are neurodivergent. Masking is a survival mechanism 
which allows us to blend in with those who are neurotypical. However 
it is incredibly exhausting and utilizes a ton of energy to sustain. This 
is why it leads to burnout, meltdowns, and shutdowns. It is a cruel 
expectation of conformity the world places on our shoulders rather 
than creating spaces where we can be authentically ourselves. 

BIPoC Black, Indigenous, People of Colour 

CIS The shorthand for cisgender, meaning that one identifies with their 
assigned sex at birth. 

folx The X at the end of folks is an acknowledgement of inclusion of queer 
people and/or those who are not cis-identified as valued members of 
our circles and a celebration of the hard earned choice of X as a valid 
marker on government documents like birth certificates and passports. 
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GSD The acronym LGBTT2QIA was, and is, ever evolving and changing 
and utilized differently in every niche circle within the queer 
community in an attempt to make it ever more inclusive, however with 
the addition of each letter or number it became increasingly less so. 
The adoption of GSD, which means Gender and Sexually Diverse is 
an attempt to stop the further divisions and unite our community under 
one acronym. 

MAEEC(ers) Master’s of Environmental Education and Communication is the name 
of this degree program, and those of us studying for our MAEEC or 
who have previously done so, have affectionately adopted the 
acronym MAEECer for those of us within the program. 

magick My use of magick (with a K) embodies an effort to distinguish between 
that special something that exists within life that makes it enchanting, 
inspiring, amazing, incredible, and fills us with wonder. While magic 
(without a K) refers to parlor tricks, sleight of hand, and fantasy stories 
featuring wizards and castles. 

meme(s) Modern hieroglyphs, memes serve as a culturally relevant way of 
communicating information utilizing cartoons, photographs, art, and 
sometimes simply words in a graphic format. They have been 
especially important as a counter culture tool within Neurodivergent, 
Queer, Disabled, and other communities facing oppression. 

metaforayical A combination of metaphorical and foray; a short journey into that 
sweet spot between the real and the poetic, an excursion (mental or 
physical) exploring our use of language and the concrete things it is 
used to communicate and explain, a trek transcending the physical 
into less corporeal terrain. 

mycelial A mycelial network is a hidden streaming of ideas and thoughts and 
information shared within a community (globally or locally), called 
such based on the underground fungal information-carrying done 
within forests between trees and other growing things. 

ND Neurodivergent: a term that stands in contrast with neurotypical. It 
“umbrellas” a variety of neurotypes including Autism, AD/HD, Anxiety, 
OCD, and others. 

neurodiversity 
paradigm 

The neurodiversity paradigm insists that being neurodivergent is not 

 
  

inherently less than, but is simply a different way of being “wired”. All 
neurologies are valid; there is no single right or healthy way. Included 
within it is an acceptance paradigm versus an awareness paradigm
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and requires action on the part of NT folx to create room and space 
for people of all neurotypes. 

NT Neurotypical people are those with “typical” or “average” neurology. 

OCD Obsessive-compulsive disorder 

PoC People of Colour 

RRU Royal Roads University 

Stim A stim is a “self stimulatory behaviour”. It often manifests as a 
repetitive motion. An individual will engage in stimming, which aids in 
self- soothing, or as a way to help process their environment and the 
associated stimulus. Most often physical, it can also be verbal, or 
mental. Different than a habit, which can be changed or redirected 
with exertion of willpower, stims should be accepted and even 
encouraged (unless they are self-harming in expression). People of all 
neurotypes may engage in stimming; however, those who are 
neurodiverse engage to a greater degree. 

TA(s) Teaching Assistant(s) 

Women 
(capital W) 

The capital W is in acknowledgement of all Women have to do and 
have done simply to be allowed to exist and be their authentic selves 
in a world determined to strip us of personhood. It is a triumph of spirit 
over everything that has tried to keep us down. 
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Image 2. culturally and personally relevant meme, albeit an anthropomorphising one, shared with gratitude 
and love for all those who lent a kind ear during this process
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Chapter 1. Introduction 
 

I didn’t go into biology with a plan to become a researcher. I hoped to work in science 

communication, to bring science to the public, maybe work in a zoo, lab, or aquarium doing 

educational programming. However, in my final undergraduate year, I fell in love with research. 

It’s something I connected with in ways I never expected, and it became a huge part of who I 

am and what drives me. It inspires my passions. 

Early into my undergraduate career, I was criticized for my excitement. Having lost 

marks with the explanation that I was too enthusiastic and needed to step back, I learned 

quickly to hide myself and my wonder behind a mask of indifference. My passion wasn’t 

appropriate and shouldn’t come through in my writing; the I in my story must be suppressed. 

Who I am, what I love, and why I do the work mustn’t be admitted to or communicated. I must 

remain above the material, above the research, above all. The I doesn’t exist in the natural 

sciences; we are trained to be silent witnesses, silent observers, with the fear that our biases, 

our personal selves could negatively affect our work. We see all, know all (or seek to), but are 

never a part of the science we do. 

During my undergraduate experience, I noticed a very strong shame-based system 

within the natural sciences that was set on undermining individual thought, or any actions that 

varied from the “norm.” We were taught that they were the hard, concrete, real sciences versus 

the fluff and/or woo that could be found in the soft, touchy-feely, social sciences. My having 

studied both biology and philosophy meant I constantly had to defend my engagement with a 

soft field (philosophy) to those exclusively pursuing something worthwhile (biology).  I often 
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found myself explaining it away to professors and fellow students by saying that if we are to 

understand present realities, we must also understand the past; philosophy is the predecessor 

of Western science. It may have been truthful, but it wasn’t my truth; however, it seemed easier 

for those within the natural sciences to accept, and helped me avoid the mocking I learned early 

on accompanied any other answer. 

Western systems of science education and communication have traditionally lacked 

inclusivity, having been designed as the exclusive domain of affluent white men. Women were 

not consulted, considered persons of value, or believed to be remotely competent. This has led 

to a science that is exclusionary, which, having been founded on masculine dominated 

principles, requires its practitioners to remain above and at arm’s length from the things we 

hope to engage with and study.  However, this patriarchal Western science system is not the 

only approach to understanding the world around us.   

This set up a dichotomy of thinking that I, now nearing the end of my master’s program, 

actively work to dismantle. The notion that only certain research activities are valid and worth 

doing, and that those can only be done, processed, or communicated in certain ways is as 

harmful to us as researchers as it is to learners, whether they be in or outside a classroom.   

As natural science students, we are trained to contribute to a system seemingly 

determined to revel in its inaccessibility; and, in a society where there is such distrust of science 

and scientists, this is beyond problematic: it is suicidal. We can see this acutely in this time of 

concurrent global emergencies. 

It is absolutely vital to the future of our species and planet that we break down the 

barriers that exist in Eurocentric science. We must be able to communicate with the public in a 
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way that is impactful and meaningful if we ever hope to inspire change. What is the point of our 

research if it never reaches people? If no one ever reads it? If it has no hope of effecting any 

positive change? Scientists generally do what they do because they love it; it is this love and 

excitement that the public also needs to see. The public needs to see us, our enthusiasm, our 

drives, our passions, our hopes, and even our fears. 

My thesis research centres on the notion of scientists’ voices, the language used, and 

how that affects our ability to reach students, the general public, and other researchers. I do not 

believe we need to divorce ourselves of our drives, love, or enthusiasm to be good scientists. In 

fact, I believe the opposite is true. This is what feminism and Indigenous ways of coming to 

knowing could bring to Western science. 

What would happen if we tapped into those things that first brought us to research? 

What difference does the desire to know more, and the passion to dig in and find the answers 

make? Can we achieve a balance of enthusiasm and truth, where excitement permeates, but 

doesn’t influence the results? Could we become more effective communicators and 

ambassadors if we allowed these things to inform our practice? Identity, beliefs, biases, 

memories, interest, enthusiasm, etc.: all these motivations matter. We matter. Scientists do not 

need to be “above” the research, but active and enthusiastic participants within it if we are to 

transform science into a more accessible and shared phenomenon, especially for girls, Women, 

and BIPoC. 
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Research Question and Objectives: 

The overarching theme I hope to address through this research is how we might be able to 

effect a positive change in science education and communication. To that end, I used an 

autoethnographic approach to explore the following questions: 

1. How does the current culture in the natural sciences affect the ability of scientists 

to communicate and share findings with the public, and where is this climate rooted? 

2. How can feminist and Indigenous knowledge inform and potentially reshape the 

writing and communication of science education research? 

3. How can using a passionate, personal heart-voice in addition to the rational head 

voice make Western science more accessible? 
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Chapter 2. Literature Review 

I sit surrounded by binders upon binders full of relevant studies, peer-reviewed papers, 

and articles by professionals in a vast many fields. Each binder contains no less than 30 of 

them, and some a great many more. There are also dozens of books that greet my gaze 

whenever it wanders up from my iPad. Every one of them is full of value and thought-provoking 

insights. However, many document the pain and injustice that peppers the history from which 

my thesis erupted. Doing all the authors the justice and honour they deserve within a few pages, 

without drowning in the disheartening history they recount is incredulous. Yet that is what a 

formal literature review demands. 

This literature review looks at the past and current culture in science and academia as 

well as feminist ideology, Indigenous ways of knowing, shame, and autoethnography. For 

Indigenous ways of knowing, I adapted my language to “coming to knowing” as I learned 

through my research it was more accurate and culturally reflective and respective: “The 

Eurocentric expression “Indigenous knowledge” subliminally forces Indigenous people to accept 

a Eurocentric perspective on understanding” (Aikenhead & Michell, 2011, p. 67). Once we know 

from where we came, and examine where we currently are in western science, we can see a 

way forward that embraces “both and” thinking, including greater modalities and ways of coming 

to knowing. Thus, I seek to give you the necessary background information surrounding western 

science. Together, we will move towards the exploration of Indigenous and feminist approaches 

to knowledge production. Then, branching outward, we can consider the idea of shame, and 
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autoethnography as a possible way forward, making science education and communication 

more inclusive, welcoming, and truly effective. 

2.1. Western science - past and present 

Western science wasn’t created for a beautifully rich and diverse group of human-

peoples. It was designed by and for white men of a certain affluence. Women and Black, 

Indigenous, and Peoples of Colour (BIPoC) had no say in its conception or follow through. We 

were enmeshed within the natural world, a part of the animal kingdom that early philosophers, 

theologians, and biologists sought to understand and ultimately control. Thus, it was believed 

we must lack the intellectual capacities to understand it (Spencer, 2012, pp. 427-434; Keller, 

1982, p. 598). 

These philosophers, theologians, and biologists, generally affluent white men, were 

viewed as being close to godliness (Jensen, n.d.); though the god(s) in question may have 

changed from Ancient Greece, Rome, into the European Renaissance, and beyond, the position 

of white men as being above a state of nature and closer to godliness than any others remained 

firmly intact (Harding, 1986, p. 9). It was this man- made, male-centered, masculine-dominated 

ideal of being above rather than within the natural world that dominated Eurocentric science and 

its view of acceptable knowledge- production; it still permeates today and results in Women and 

BIPoC feeling like strangers needing to tread carefully even within their own fields of study 

(Rose, 1983, p. 87). 

Considered by many to be the father of modern biology, Charles Darwin contributed 

immensely to our understanding of several key concepts, including evolutionary theory, species 
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diversity, biological niches, and survival of the fittest. However, he also furthered the 

aforementioned ideals of masculine dominance, white superiority, and an inherently present 

hierarchy placing those of his ilk above all others. Darwin went so far as to write that dogs and 

crows have the ability to show more kindness and sympathy (things he termed “social instincts”) 

for those within their communities than Indigenous peoples do (Darwin, 1874, pp. 95-96). These 

mortifying beliefs are those upon which Eurocentric/Western science/biology are founded; 

thankfully, many modern scientists would be quick to point these out as fallacies. 

However, any system built upon the oppression of those deemed as “other” is doomed 

to carry the remnants of these beliefs deep in its underlying tenets (Harding, 1986, pp. 21- 23). 

This can be seen in the continued supposition that we as scientists must remain above and not 

within the worlds and phenomena we study, and in the push of the dominant patriarchical 

philosophies that keep both Indigenous ways of coming to knowing and feminist methodologies 

out of “proper” science. 

Many Women within Western science have taken on Darwin and his pale-male centred 

ideology, yet university biology departments (at least in the experiences of myself and the many 

students and faculty I discussed this issue with) seem alarmingly silent on these issues. While 

Darwin remains a focus of many introductory level biology courses, his detractors, who would 

focus on a more inclusive and welcoming philosophy, aren’t even mentioned in a footnote. 

Perhaps the attempt to keep our father of biology on a pedestal is why his actual works aren’t 

included in class reading lists. We can keep our heads in the sand and deny these issues if we 

pretend they don’t exist (RationalWiki, 2018; RationalWiki, 2020) 
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Thankfully, whether they are the focus of our courses or not, there is a growing number 

of amazing Women who have taken on Darwin and his presupposition that “minds of learning 

must be, by default, male” (Rubin, 2017, para. 3), insisting instead, and more accurately, that 

this kind of positionality is a result of “the fact that science has been -- and in some cases 

continues to be -- dominated by men and their often collective worldview… impact[ing] the way 

the scientific community has represented women” (Tomchak, 2017, paras. 3-4). 

In Sexes Throughout Nature, Antoinette Brown Blackwell asserted “the old man and his 

deeds’ decreed himself the superior” (Blackwell, 1875, p. 181). And in so doing, Blackwell calls 

our attention to what many of us now recognize as unchecked bias becoming a norm when a 

field is populated without a diversity of voices. For Women to receive equal consultation, we 

need to represent a significant portion of the space in any given group. Further, specifically for 

those facing multiple forms of oppression or marginalization, in order to thrive and become truly 

impactful a “unanimous rule” (Karpowitz & Mendelberg, 2014, p. 118) environment may be 

required, and is something in the sciences we are still far from achieving. This disadvantages 

certain voices to an almost silent murmur and will take a concerted effort on all our behalves to 

boost Women’s, especially multiply-marginalized Women’s, stories and findings allowing them 

to make the impact they deserve. This is vital, as “Women represent the majority of young 

university graduates, but are still underrepresented in science” (Hango, 2013, overview section). 

Darwin asserted that competition for mates honed men into “finer physical specimens 

with sharper minds”. As Darwin was surrounded solely by men working in philosophical, artistic, 

and scientific circles, “he assumed this inequality reflected a biological fact” rather than a 

reflection of a societal bias. His work reflected this view and insisted that “Women are literally 
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less evolved than men” (Saini, 2017, p. 15). Angela Saini confronts this line of thinking in her 

well written and researched work Inferior; How Science Got Women Wrong - and the New 

Research That’s Rewriting the Story. Voices like hers are what we should be exploring, 

celebrating, and promoting in lecture halls and in biology lounges where we congregate 

between classes, instead of “sit[ting] and watch[ing] the motivation leak out of [intelligent, 

motivated and career-driven women] following constant bullying” (Academics Anonymous, 

2014, para. 12). It is not Women who are broken or unequal to the challenges of academia; it is 

the system we are forced to play within that needs to be challenged and changed (Rogers, 

2020). 

The prioritization of a Darwinian view and Eurocentric approach remains deeply etched 

into the walls of university science. As the voices of Women have been silenced, so too have 

Indigenous ways of coming to knowing been disparaged by academics in science and biology, 

accomplished by devaluing Indigenous Peoples and their systems of knowledge creation (Cote-

Meek, 2020, p. xv). Academia has denied the generational checks and balances that exist and 

have served Indigenous ways of coming to knowing well, grounded within a reciprocity 

(Levesque et al., 2016, p. 72), and a responsibility to non-human kin4 (Altamirano-Jimenez & 

                                                 
4 In regards to my use of both kin and, the singular, ki: Objectification of the natural world reinforces the 
notion that our species is somehow more deserving of the gifts of the world than the other 8.7 million 
species with whom we share the planet. Using “it” absolves us of moral responsibility… “it” means it 
doesn’t matter. 

...we need a simple new English word to carry the meaning offered by the indigenous 
one. Inspired by the grammar and animacy and with full recognition of its Anishinaabe 
roots, might we hear the new pronoun at the end of Bemaadiziiaaki, nestled in the part of 
the word that means “Ki” to signify a being of the living earth. Not “he” or “she” [or “they”], 
but “ki.” So that when we speak of Sugar Maple, we say, “Oh that beautiful tree, Ki is 
giving us sap again this spring.” 
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Parker, 2016, p. 89). Western science, with its foundations in an above-the-material mentality, 

has failed to see value in this alternative modality (Geniusz, 2009, p. 3). Instead, western 

science remains a place of colonialism, where knowledge is created about Indigenous peoples 

through a Eurocentric lens. 

Goldberg describes how power in this system is created by establishing an “other” and 

then by dismissing the legitimacy of that other, effectively ensuring they are silenced (1993). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 

...we can keep “it” to speak of bulldozers and paperclips, but every time we say “ki,” let 
our words reaffirm our respect and kinship with the more-than-human world. Let us speak 
of the beings of Earth as the “kin” they are. 

(Kimmerer, 2015) 

 I sit, my heart breaking over this compelling requirement that I shine a light on all of the 

horrifying ways science has treated Women and BIPoC. It is important to know how we got 

where we are. It is not just valuable, but vital. We must acknowledge the racism, sexism, 

misogyny, and oppression that science, biology, and Eurocentric education is built upon. If we 

cannot see these things, or refuse to hold space for them both to exist and inform, we cannot 

work together to bring about change. I have so much hope for, and belief in, a truly equitable 

and wonder-filled way forward that acknowledges what each of us has to offer and embraces 

our unique ways of moving through our shared world; THAT is what I want to leave you with. 

Not the crushing weight of the past, but the liberating joy of the future we deserve, a science 

built on hope, wonder, reciprocity, equity, and inclusion: one that welcomes Indigenous ways of 

coming to knowing and feminist methodologies and practice. It’s a balance, and one I am still 

struggling to find. I hope you read this literature review with compassion and empathy, and 

through it all know we can and will do better. We simply must. It is not optional.
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2.2. Western science - human yet other 

This belief that Women and BIPoC were within and part of nature and, thus, not as 

intellectually evolved, consequently unable to understand, study, or hold themselves above and 

apart was cemented during the scientific revolution when the idea of Woman AS nature gained 

permanence. And, like nature, which was there for humanity to exploit and control, this belief 

extended to female-presenting bodies as well: 

The new image of nature as a female to be controlled and dissected through 

experimentation legitimated the exploitation... The constraints against penetration 

associated with the earth-mother image were transformed... Natura no longer 

complains that her garments of modesty are being torn by the wrongful thrusts of man. 

She is portrayed in statues by the French sculptor Louis-Ernest Barrías (1841-1905) 

coyly removing her own veil and exposing herself to science. From an active teacher 

and parent, she has become a mindless, submissive body. (Merchant, 1980, pp. 189-

190) 

This view permeated the world of science, and specifically biology where we seek to 

study and understand life and its processes. Consequently, this gave rise to freedoms in 

experimentation on those viewed as other, as less-than, something of which many men took full 

advantage. A man often described as the “Father of Gynaecology”, Dr. J. Marion Sims is one 

such individual. Most known for a series of experimental surgeries he performed, without 

anesthesia, in a makeshift hospital in his backyard, on a group of enslaved African-American 

Women he procured from a variety of sources between 1845 and 1849. These women were 

“useless as human-chattel” (Ojanuaga, 1993, p. 29) as vesicles-vaginal fistulas (a debilitating 
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and painful tear from the bladder into the vagina) resulted in leaking urine, which made them 

unacceptable for work in the home or the fields. 

Only three of Sims’ victim’s names are known. They are Anarcha, Betsey, and Lucy, and 

they are owed a depth of gratitude, and a debt that can never be repaid. Anarcha, in particular, 

underwent THIRTY surgeries prior to her torturous time in the doctor’s care drawing to a close. 

These Women not only underwent horrendously painful surgeries without any anesthesia or the 

ability to give consent or withdraw if they felt it was too much, but they were also forced, by 

Sims, to train and serve as his medical assistants when operating on their fellow prisoners after 

“his regular medical assistants tired of working with him” (Wall, 2006, p. 348). 

Facing immense public pressure, in 2018, the city of New York finally removed the 

statue of Sims that stood in Central Park with a planned relocation to “the Brooklyn cemetery 

where the surgeon is buried” (Lockhart, 2018, p. 3) with the intention of including  

a plaque highlighting the sacrifices of Anarcha, Betsey, and Lucy. This followed the 2006 

removal of a painting of Sims from the University of Alabama Birmingham. In 2018, an endowed 

chairmanship named for Sims via the Medical University of South Carolina was quietly 

renamed. 

In spite of all the evidence damning Sims for his actions, there are still men in positions 

of power within the ivory tower who point to his work as exemplary and speak of him as 

virtuous. Men like L. Lewis Wall with the department of Obstetrics and Gynecology at the 

Washington University School of Medicine wrote of him as being “dogged”, “a conquering 

surgical hero”, who performed these medical experiments “explicitly for therapeutic purposes” 

and was a man of “vigor, determination, and perseverance” from whom “countless thousands of 
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women since, benefited” (2006, pp. 346-349). Wall also levies the heavy charge that highly 

intelligent, capable, PhD- holding, Women like Durrenda Ojanuga, who openly spoke out 

against Sims in a peer reviewed article, were victims of “shoddy historical research, and an 

abysmal lack of understanding” (2006, p. 347), demonstrating the continued idea that Women, 

especially Black Women, are not only incapable of well thought-out research, but are also 

acceptable and disposable commodities for experimentation. Furthering this point, Shahvisi, in 

her article examining women and medicine (both eurocentric/scientific and alternative), provides 

a well-documented history of the patriarchy that exists in western medicine and it’s resultant 

impact on Women, with a particularly disturbing impact on those who are multiply-marginalized 

(Shahvisi, 2018). 

The fact that there are still men who would speak out in defence of such indefensible 

acts literally sickens me. My stomach is churning as I sit here writing and I prepare for the 

possibility that with these immense tears streaking my face I may have to make a run for the 

bathroom.  

These are the realities Women, especially those who are multiply-marginalized, face in 

the hallowed halls of academy: “for generations, Women scientists have been underfunded, 

condescended to, denied jobs and lab space, and robbed of recognition” (Mundy, 2020). These 

things cannot, and should not, be swept under the rug, hidden, ignored, allowed to fester and 

grow and poison what should be an opening and welcoming place of learning. So, knowing the 

reality within which I live, I put aside my writing for a time so I can engage in personal caretaking 

and a little healing before I can resume this recounting of history, a history which needs to be 

addressed as painful as it is. 
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Sometimes, when one needs a detour from the heartbreaking and soul crushing reality 

that is the history of Women and BIPoC in science (as I am dealing with specifically here) and 

elsewhere (as the world is finally acknowledging, as evidenced by the protests and riots 

occurring around the world in solidarity with BLM) I find comfort in reading the successes. 

Because, while our shared history is brutal and ravaging, there are so many beautiful and 

heartening stories of incredible, determined Women who moved mountains in order to be their 

authentic selves, and they are the people who paved the way for what must come next. 

Susan Griffin, in her groundbreaking work, Woman and Nature; The Roaring Inside Her 

(1978), details a heartbreaking timeline that compares advances within Eurocentric science to 

the co-occurring dehumanization of Women within the field, where we existed as subject not 

agent. Seeing these two timelines imposed upon one another reveals the dark and oppressive 

history upon which Western science is built. In a prime example, thirteen years after Darwin’s 

Origin of the Species (which marked a giant leap forward in our understanding of biological 

systems) was published, the first clitoridectomy (a method of exerting control over and 

repressing Women) was performed in the United States (1978, p. 28). 

Thirteen. Years. After.  

These timelines must be held in our minds. We cannot turn our heads, as much as we 

might like to. We cannot ignore our horrifying history. However, sometimes, one needs to adjust 

focus in order to move forward. Let us look then at another timeline, this one provided by Rachel 

Ignotofsky in her encouraging and inspiring picture book Women in Science; 50 Fearless 

Pioneers who Changed the World. 
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Ignotofsky, much like Ann Shen in her work Bad Girls Throughout History; 100 

Remarkable Women Who Changed the World, Linda Skeers in Women Who Dared; 52 stories 

of fearless daredevils, adventurers & rebels, and Rachel Swaby in Trailblazers; 33 Women in 

Science Who Changed the World, brings us short yet wonderful biographies of those incredible 

Women who faced the challenges Griffin draws our attention to (racism, sexism, and misogyny), 

yet who managed to succeed. And, whether or not they realized it, they changed the world as a 

result. Of note, in Ignotofsky’s timeline are Elena Piscopia, who in 1678 became the first 

Woman to receive a PhD, Marie Curie receiving her Nobel prize in 1903, the first Woman to do 

so, Marie Daly, who in 1947 was the first African-American Woman to receive a PhD in 

chemistry, and Valentina Tereshkova, who became the first Woman in space in 1963 (2016, pp. 

32-33). 

Of Mary Anning - a perfect example of a Woman in biology who benefited so many, yet 

never received the acclaim, credit, or funding granted to her male counterparts - Swaby writes: 

Scientists profited greatly from her work, but because of her class and gender, the 

academic discussions sparked by her findings always excluded her.  When Mary 

Anning’s discoveries appeared in journals her name was edited out. (2016, pp. 133) 

One such scientist informed and inspired by Anning’s work was none other than Darwin, 

who wrote of her as nothing more than “the carpenter’s daughter” (Swaby, 2016, pp. 133-134). 

Like Shen, I am engaging with this work “For girls of all ages who dare to be bad, and for the 

people who stand behind us when we are” (Shen, 2016, p. 5). 
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The recent appearance of books like these marks an awareness of the need for role 

models in STEM fields (Microsoft reporter, 2018) especially for girls and young Women (Brown, 

n.d.), and a shift in former mindsets that held to the idea that female- identified individuals were 

incapable. No longer can our capability and skill be ignored or denied, within (or beyond) 

science (Hamburg & Small, 2019). However, while these books represent a beautiful and 

amazing turning point in general awareness, they aren't enough.  Studies have found that girls 

identify role models based on personal connection and approachability (Buck et al., 2008, p. 

699). So, while seeing Women succeed in science is important, these kinds of impersonal 

narratives do not go far enough. We need stories that are intimate, truthful, and candid. We 

need to showcase who we are. We need to represent the I in science by bringing it forth both in 

our writing and via mentorship and outreach, ideals inherent within Indigenous and feminist 

methodologies. I believe we can do this by demonstrating “ethics of care as central to… 

research relationships” (Tolbert et al., 2018, para. 5). 

2.3. Autoethnography 

Autoethnography transcends the boundaries of both Indigenous and feminist 

methodologies, both which value story as a teaching tool, recognizing that a narrative approach 

reaches into the heart, offering opportunities for truly transformative learning  

(Boyd, 2008, p. 213). It is a distinctly welcoming methodology that works against the 

prioritization of one right way of learning (rote memorization) and embracing multiplicitous ways 

of coming to knowing.  It has slowly moved into acceptance within the social sciences, but has 
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yet to find its place within the natural sciences where “silent authorship” (Holt, 2003, p. 2) is still 

prioritized as the only accepted form in which to present findings. 

Autoethnography has been criticized by the academic establishment as lacking rigour, or 

viewed as no more than “journalism with a smattering of theory” (Holt, 2003, pp. 8-10). Even 

within fields like archaeology and anthropology, where a reliance on first hand narrative 

accounts is often required, oral histories have been considered unreliable (Nicholas & Markey, 

2015, p. 290). In spite of this, first hand narrative stories remain highly effective in engaging 

individuals and groups, prompting them to meaningful action. “Throwing facts and figures at 

a[n]... audience won’t necessarily win them over. A great story, on the other hand, is more 

persuasive and more memorable” (Crenshaw, 2019). This is something desperately needed in 

the natural sciences, especially as we face doubt and disbelief from the public (Weinberg et al., 

2018, p. 2). If we could share our findings in a meaningful and wide-reaching way that resonates 

with readers and brings the public into the conversation, we may have a way to evoke change, 

or at least create a new conversation within Western science. 

In my effort to understand the power of autoethnography, I chose not only to learn about 

the methodology, but also to engage with it. I know we can inject “self” into scholarly, journal 

articles, sharing our passion and excitement as scientists, communicating our reasons and 

personal stories to inspire the public to delve into our work. By revealing the individual behind 

the work, we can captivate the imagination and the heart while still displaying rigour. This is a 

feminist research approach that respects the oral traditions of many first peoples, and honours 

ourselves as individuals with both hearts and minds. 
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As a methodology, autoethnography “provides the reader with a richer and more intimate 

experience” (Van den Broucke, 2019, p. 7) than traditional scientific writing. It was developed in 

“response to the alienating effects on both researchers and audiences of impersonal, 

passionless, abstract claims of truth generated by such research practices and clothed in 

exclusionary scientific discourse” (Ellis & Ellington, 2008, p. 450). Its aim is a desire to bring the 

reader into the story itself, to provide connection and understanding, while at the same time 

disrupting the status quo within the patriarchal and colonialist system. This can be seen in 

beautifully personal yet articulate and technical works like Beresford-Kroeger’s To Speak for the 

Trees, where she addresses these issues and more in an approachable yet rigorous narrative5. 

Autoethnography is scholarly; yet those in the natural, physical, and so-called hard 

sciences avoid its insertion of self (Ellis & Bochner, 2000, pp. 734-735). In biology, we are 

required to be above the material, objective and omnipotent observers, where “things 

associated with masculinity [are]... believed to be implicitly superior” (Page, Bailey, & Van 

Delinder, 2009, p. 11). Because of this, no actual biologist worth their multiple degrees would 

ever imagine engaging in the “navel gazing” (Leighton, 2004, p. 52), the auto attached to the 

ethnography asks them to embrace, analytic, evocative, or otherwise. Heaven forbid we be 

seen as human. 

Analytic ethnography is directed towards objective writing and analysis of a particular 

group, whereas evocative autoethnography aims towards researchers’ introspection on 

                                                 

5 Beresford-Kroeger is one of many creating narratives that are both engaging and educational. Here, I 
provide three such works which together form the strong foundation needed to see the huge impact and 
importance of narratives within biology and in science communication in general. In addition to To Speak 
for the Trees, I recommend engaging with Braiding Sweetgrass by Robin Wall Kimmerer, and A Lab of 
One’s Own by Rita Colwell. 
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a particular topic to allow readers to make a connection with the researchers’ feelings 

and experiences.  (Mendez, 2013, p. 281) 

By being open about our positionality, motivations, and excitement for our subjects we 

can humanize ourselves and our work, giving credence (in the eyes of the reader) to our 

research. This is furthered by the concept that the act of autoethnographic writing is in and of 

itself, an ethical practice that “entails being ethical and honest about the events described” 

(Mendez, 2013, p. 283). Its strength is rooted in its required honesty and vulnerability. 

2.4. Shame 

At first I struggled with the idea that this work, my thesis, needed to be 

autoethnographic. Is there any form of writing that could be seen as less “sciencey”? I fully 

intended to write about language and our use of it and how potentially embracing a more 

accessible approach, minimizing jargon and focusing on the why behind our research interests, 

was what science needed. I was a full year into the research process before I realized that 

discussing the methodology, discussing a change in language and an injection of self, wasn’t 

enough. I had to live my learning (with a nod to Peter who facilitated EECO668-Implementation: 

Living Our Learning). I needed to be as vulnerable as I was asking others to be, if not more so.  

The realization was terrifying.  Being open is something I’m good at; being vulnerable is 

something entirely else. 

I believe the idea of vulnerability being something so very horrifying comes down to the 

culture of shame that permeates our world at large, but especially within certain circles - like 

academia and the world of professional science, where it is especially difficult to identify and 
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study as even the word shame is taboo (Scheff, 2018, p. 4). There is a distinct desire to leave it 

unacknowledged and thus unchallenged or unchanged. 

Thankfully, there are scientists who have taken on this daunting task, and have done so 

with vigour and passion. Women like Brené Brown, the research professor and vulnerability 

expert who has reached millions through her TED talk, books, and Netflix special. 

Brown has confronted the idea of shame in our society, homes and academia by 

considering what it looks like, what its causes are and how we can reach beyond it. One 

question she asks in her 2012 book, Daring Greatly is “how can you be vulnerable without 

sacrificing your legitimacy as a researcher” (p. 12)? She points out vulnerability is at the heart of 

resilience. This is something I have tried to embrace and demonstrate throughout my thesis, 

and is something I am working actively to internalize as I believe it is essential for strong and 

credible research, scientific communication, and education. 
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Chapter 3. Methodology 

3.1. Indigenous and feminist methodologies 

 

 

  

 

 

 

Recognizing our own refusals (Simmonds, 2019), honouring our internal and communal 

voices, experiences, and knowings (Native Women's Association of Canada, 2014, p. 7), 

grounding our research in gratitude and reciprocity (Pierotti & Wildcat, 2000, p. 1339), writing 

our truth (de Leeuw, 2017), disrupting heteronormativity and dichotomous thinking (Wilson et 

al., n.d., “Reflection by Sara and Richelle” section), and honouring our relationality (Wilson, 

2008, p. 80) are all Indigenous research methodologies. 

Additionally, Indigenous methodologies are circular rather than the linear way we have 

been taught science within a Western framework. They are based on relationships, kinship, 

 The ideals present in Feminist theory, when uncorrupted in practice, are inherently 

inclusive, propping up voices that have been minimized, allowing space for “reciprocal 

empowerment” (Harding, 1986, p. 149), and providing space for those traditionally not listened 

to or considered in the “old boys” club (Schiebinger, 2000, p. 1173). Feminism makes room for 

who we are (Tolbert et al., 2018) and why we are the people we are (Zilden, Britner, & Pajares, 

2008). It understands that our experiences form the basis of our identities and the ways in 

which we move through the world (Page, Bailey, & Van Delinder, 2009, p. 12). Within a 

feminist paradigm, our privilege and oppression are considered in how we observe natural 

phenomena and how we may interpret it (Keller, 1982). Within Feminism, who we are matters 

to the work we do and in how we communicate (Rose, 1983, pp. 87-88).
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respect, and a responsibility not just for yourself, but for the “other”, and the ancestor 

(Kimmerer, n.d.). An Indigenous research paradigm is built upon reciprocity (Simmonds, 2019), 

and includes the spiritual, more-than-physical, aspects of this world we share (Pierotti & Wildcat, 

2000, p. 1339). It focuses on harmony (Wilson, 2008, p. 109).  It is about sharing, and a lifetime 

of seeking and personal coming to knowledge (Robbins, 2018). It is about storytelling and 

allowing those stories to take on a life of their own for those you choose to engage with (Dinero, 

2013, p. 121). It is about ceremony (Moore & Miller, 2018). It includes a “commitment to fairness 

and equity” (Kirmayer et al., 2011, p. 89), and a rejection of false hierarchies (Weinberg et al., 

2018, p. 10). Here too, who we are matters to the work we do and in how we communicate. 

They are teachings I have been trusted with by many sources and individuals. I cannot 

present them as my own, but rather honour them by living them. Instead of merely writing about 

them from a detached perspective, I do my best to embody them and share truthfully from my 

own lived experiences (Geniusz, 2009, pp. 10-12). And yes, I do fail at each, and will continue 

to fail. Like all things, it is a coming to knowing, versus claimable, stakeable, concrete, and 

ownable knowledge (Aikenhead & Michell, 2011, pp. 69-70). These aren’t my teachings, they 

are my learnings, and I hope I will continue to honour each by living them - even though I need 

reminders sometimes. 

Both methodologies require us to see ourselves, embedded within our circumstances, 

fully human, engaged in relationship, and as participants within our stories. Thus, as 

researchers, we are a part of the research. We can attempt to separate ourselves, claim 

impartiality, and claim we are above the work, but it belays a false sense of god-hood. To be 

honest, authentic, and truthful requires humility. 
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We come to the work with human traits, and we are wearing goggles coloured by our 

humanity, personal ideologies, and stories. “I am all my roles and relationships (and more) as 

one congruent whole. No role is more important than any other, nor are any roles excluded” 

(Wilson, 2008, p. 136). Moreover, we must learn to be comfortable with bringing all of ourselves 

forward within our work. 

3.2. Ethic of care 

A vital component of both Indigenous and feminist methodologies that deserves special 

attention is an ethic of care.  It is a way of honouring and respecting that we all live within 

relationship, and are accountable to one another and to ourselves.  For some, and 

preferentially, this way of being in our world comes naturally (Noddings,1988, p. 219), while 

others must actively work to centre it.  It exists for myself as a way to encourage others to be 

their most authentic selves without need to mask or have concern of being judged.  It involves 

holding space for who someone is in any given moment, and honouring whatever it is that they 

may be going through or feeling.  To me this is the loudest way, with the fewest words, to love 

someone. 

I find it a difficult thing to discuss, as it is such a central part of who I am and how I move 

through this world.  An ethic of care is both loud and silent, at the same time.  It speaks loudly to 

those who witness it, but it is silent in its love and care as it holds others up, allowing them to 

be. 

My own adherence to this as a way of being means it can’t help but inform the work I do.  

It is how I build relationships, how I nurture others, how I hold others up and allow them to be 
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their best, most truthful selves.  It is there when I greet the crow I pass on my daily walks with a 

“hello friend”.  It is there when I touch the leaves of the blossoming trees.  It is there when I 

enthusiastically watch the ants on the pavement, busily going to and fro.  It is there when I allow 

the sun to fill all the soft spaces in my body.  And it is there when I listen to those who need a 

soft space land and to share. 

It is something that is commonly undervalued and not paid much mind in a colonized, 

patriarchal, commercialized society.  It can’t be commodified, and disrupts arbitrary authority or 

notions of hierarchy.  It values the ways we move through the world together, sharing rather 

than competing.  I believe this is why an ethic of care seems to speak so loudly even though it is 

so quiet. 

I didn’t learn to put words to this way of being until many many years into my journey, 

and I owe a debt of gratitude to Carol Gilligan, who, in 1982, brought this way of thinking and 

feeling and being into focus.  As she writes, it is a way of seeing our world as comprised of 

relationship versus a world of people who stand alone:   

[it is a] contrast between a self defined through separation and a self delineated through 

connection, between a self measured against an abstract ideal of perfection and a self 

assessed through particular activities of care… Her world is a world of relationships and 

psychological truths where an awareness of the connection between people gives rise 

to a recognition of responsibility for one another, a perception of the need for response 

… contain[ing] the insights central to an ethic of care… [an] awareness of the “method 

of truth,” the central tenant of nonviolent conflict resolution, and her belief in the 

restorative activity of care.  (pp. 5-8) 
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This manifested in the directed conversation with my participants as quiet yet active 

listening, reflected expression and body language, and parallel language use.  I attempted to 

create a safe vessel to hold the pouring forth of story and truth by honouring their sharing.  This 

was done without reservation and as Noddings writes “rooted in and dependent on natural 

caring” (1988, p. 219). 

3.3. Data collection and analysis 

3.3.1. Directed Conversations 

Participants were chosen from my personal contacts and via recommendations by those 

acquainted with myself and my thesis work.  I actively sought participants from a wide variety of 

backgrounds, with the goal of finding diversity in belief, opinion, and experience. As a qualitative 

research method I utilized: 

in-depth interviews… to understand how people perceive their experiences and what 

those experiences mean to them… at the same time, getting to know these Women 

[capital W added] allows us to make sense of their experiences… in the context of their 

own lives and in the context of the lives of other Women [capital W added] facing similar 

challenges. (Calarco, 2020, interview question 2) 

Only Women within biology (as students or professionals) who are from, educated in, or 

working in, Saskatchewan were included in the pool of possible interviewees. This is because 

my own education and experiences are place-based; this is the place within which I received my 

own science education. 
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The only question posed at the beginning of these conversations was “what is your 

experience or experiences with science communication and science education?” This was in an 

effort to focus on participants’ voices and experiences. If, during our time together I noticed a lull 

or pause, I refrained from jumping in myself, instead allowing space to exist. This often resulted 

in my volunteers going deeper into their own experiences and thoughts. In the longer silences 

where this attempt to encourage further contemplation or exhumation failed, I would lead in with 

active listening exercises, repeating something they had previously stated and asking them to 

speak more to it. I recorded audio of each formal conversation with an iPad app and external 

microphone. I took notes during these conversations (with the exception of one, my 

conversation with an Elder, where note taking would have felt deeply disrespectful6) to allow 

greater depth of consideration and recollection throughout my autoethnographic writing process. 

3.3.2. Conversation analysis through autoethnography 

The voices that came forward through these interviews, or more accurately, focused 

conversations, were used to further my own reflections. My emotions, gut reactions, and thought 

processes all became integrated into my autoethnographic writing. While interviews are an 

ethnographic methodology, they were used in my thesis as a tool to help me in writing my own 

story and journey. I used the interviews to triangulate my own position within the greater 

framework of scientific education and scientific communication. 

                                                 

6 While I acknowledge that not all Elders see this the same way, the teachings I received from many 
Elders over the years was to listen, not write, when knowledge was being shared.  Knowing recordings 
were being taken also freed my mind, knowing that I didn’t have to rely on memory when it came time for 
analysis, allowing me to be fully present and engaged without concern or anxiety of lost data.   
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To ensure I represented my participants’ thoughts and feelings accurately, I offered to 

engage in the practice of member checking (which is also known as informant feedback or 

respondent validation), allowing each to read and respond to any sections of my work that 

involved their contribution(s) should they wish to do so (Creswell, 1994, p. 158). Additionally, to 

honour their words and sharing without colouring them, I chose to present them within this 

thesis as standalone data; this in an effort to avoid having my experiences and personal story 

influence how you, my valued reader, take in and take up the sharing of their words.  I felt this 

was best accomplished through the use of word clouds.  

3.3.3. Additional engagement through word cloud creation 

To complement my autoethnography, I engaged with the recordings of the directed 

conversations by way of word cloud creation.  This method has been acknowledged as a way to 

visually identify repeated words (Atenstaedt, 2012), allowing a clear overview of words/themes 

that may appear a number of times.  For the unfamiliar; the words that occurred most frequently 

appear in the largest font, with less frequently utilized words in progressively smaller and 

smaller font sizes.  I first transcribed each interview manually, leaving out pieces that could 

identify my participants. Entering my transcriptions into a word cloud creation platform 

(wordclouds.com) I manually removed transitory words like it, it’s, the, and and. Once the clouds 

were created, I was able to see if there were words that were common between conversations, 

and if the most prominent words had a negative, neutral, or positive tone to them. My colour 

choices were made with the intent of cushioning my heart. Much of the data is heavy and 

potentially crushing. The colour choice came down to my three favourites (coral pink, leafy 
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green, and good earth brown) in an effort to lighten the stress and burden aesthetically - at least 

for myself and with the hope it does the same for my readers.  Additionally, I selected phrases 

from the focused conversations.  These were pieces that I felt exemplified each focused 

conversation as a whole, and would give the reader an idea of where the words in the word 

clouds were situated within a greater context.   

3.4. Autoethnography 

I used new conversations (Reeves et al., 2008, p. 513) and personal reflections to inform 

my writing. This was an ongoing experience within which I reflected upon my personal 

experiences as a student and as a researcher. I used lists, sketches, photographs, notes, 

Facebook posts, journal entries, memes, and new conversations to spark creativity, engage with 

ideas, and to help with memory recall. I entered into dialogue with students, professors, Elders, 

and members of the community at large in an attempt to be as thorough as possible in my 

considerations and recollections. These discussions were broad and open. The formal 

interviews fed into my autoethnography as described in the data collection and analysis section. 

3.5. Journaling 

I wrote in multiple journals, each with its own focus or purpose (Daily Stoic, nd), all of 

which are ongoing. Using multiple books allowed me to organize my thoughts in a coherent 

fashion and more easily braid together the threads of the greater work going on throughout this 

experience and research.  This allowed “a progressive clarification of insights” (Pandey, 2013, 

p. 75) as I worked through my thoughts, experiences, and learnings. 
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One journal specifically dealt with my thought process while doing the foundational work 

for my thesis. One is for place bonding and stream of consciousness writing, including sketches, 

poetry, and other forms of writing beyond traditional prose. Another is for occurrences and 

thoughts during my program residencies. And finally, one is for anything additional that 

happened to need processing or exhumation. 

3.6. Self-awareness 

I am aware, as a mother, and a 6F, settler-decended, neurodivergent, queer- identified, 

ecofeminist, CIS Woman within the Radical Unschooling community, who is sometimes disabled 

by the structures within our society, which are built only to serve certain types of bodies and 

minds, that I come to this work with my own set of biases and stories. I have a strong 

fundamental belief in justice, and have not shied away from confrontation or conflict in the past, 

especially when I believe deeply in what I am doing. To that end, I sought those voices that 

upheld my own views, but also looked carefully at the words and narratives of those who 

disagree with my position. I hoped to challenge my own beliefs and biases during this process 

to ensure my writing, my sharing, remained in line with greater truth and higher purpose. My 

goal to ensure my voice remained truthful and ethical as well as passionate, enthusiastic, and 

hopeful. 

Through this research I considered how we might subvert hegemony in an effort to 

change science teaching/communication. Focusing on feminism and Indigenous ways of 

coming to knowing, I explored ways we might change the current paradigm to help inspire 

passion from our students/audiences while maintaining our own excitement and enthusiasm for 
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scientific work. I dove both inwards and outwards in an attempt to find an integrated perspective 

and workable solutions. I remained flexible and open to where this research could lead, and 

kept my own biases and predisposed ideas in mind, employing checks and balances in the way 

of a trusted community of others to help provide perspectives outside my own, especially on 

those occasions I felt trapped by established protocol and needed help finding a way forward 

embracing of the both/and approach I seek to demonstrate. 

 

 

3.7. Images 

Throughout the autoethnographic portion of my thesis, I have included photographs and 

memes; this is done intentionally to bring you, the reader, further into my personal process and 

experience. The piece of me which identifies as a neurodivergent artist tends to analyze my 

world either metaphorically/poetically, or visually. From previous gallery shows featuring my 

Image 3. high key selfie
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work, to my #MondayMemeDumps on Facebook, I spend a great deal of time curating 

collections of images for various purposes, formal and casual. 

The selected photographs, all taken with my phone, capturing seemingly simple 

moments of impact, each with layers upon layers of meaning - none are pretty pictures for the 

sake of pretty pictures. Each contains myriad forms of meaning, from the deeply personal to 

social commentary on the dynamics of systemic oppression. I ask that you take time to sit with 

each and look beyond the surface, allowing yourself to feel your way through them, please. 

Each was placed with considerable thought and intention. 

Meme culture often appears to garner a love or hate reaction; I fall on the adoration end 

of that scale. Memes are a form of cultural transmission with more depth than its detractors give 

it credit. There is a great deal of scholarly writing flowing from the examination of this modern 

tool as we learn to appreciate its ability to communicate enormous levels of information almost 

instantaneously, including the ability to “highlight affect, political views, reactions, key 

information, and scenes of importance” (Highfield & Leaver, 2016, p. 48). It has found an 

especially receptive niche in communities where similar forms of cultural oppression are felt. It 

serves to bring people together by creating a sense of “OMG! me too!” in instances where folx 

previously felt alone in their experiences. Those I have chosen to share have all appeared in my 

weekly Facebook meme galleries, and have been harvested from various places online. Some 

shared for deeper impact, some for humour because as Shifman points out in the book Memes 

in Digital Culture, “the utterly serious keying of [an] original photograph [can be] transformed in 

the process of memetic uptake, which involves explicit playfulness” (2013, p. 53). 
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Chapter 4. Presentation of Data 

4.1. Word clouds 

The following word clouds represent only a small piece of this larger story. Much 

remains hidden in this type of analysis; however, word clouds are valuable when looking for 

those kinds of underlying threads which tie together so many stories of Women within science 

and academia. Page limits forced me to prioritize certain types of information over others, and I 

believe this is where word clouds can be of use. They are a quick visual representation of the 

story of each Woman who took the time to sit with me and share their experiences. I wish I 

could do each the honour and respect of a much deeper look into their narratives; however, this 

is one thing for which I can make space. Keeping in mind the limits of this medium, I present the 

following word clouds accompanied by especially poignant quotes from each of my amazing 

and generous participants.  
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Figure 1.INTERVIEW ONE: conversation with a current undergraduate student 

“We are not given the resources to 

succeed… our lack of understanding is 

seen as laziness, or stupidity, or a lack of 

work ethic.” 

 

“I started crying and felt humiliated.” 

 

“I hear about suicide… they feel no hope, 

and some do kill themselves.” 

“it’s very archaic, the system at the 

university… yet it is so well respected, it’s 

almost untouchable.” 

 

“It’s almost like religion, it’s so sacred. They 

don’t want you to question it.” 

 

“It feels elitist.”  
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Figure 2. INTERVIEW TWO: conversation with a current undergraduate student 

“We just needed to ‘suck it up’. There is [an] 

attitude that you have to go through the 

same things they did… it trickles down from 

the profs.” 

 

“He [prof] made a comment to me that 

made me cry after class, it was so 

disheartening... [but] that was my own fault.” 

“[Passion] still conveys facts, drawing from 

personal experience has a lot of power. I 

know anecdotal evidence isn’t real 

evidence, but we are all humans.” 

 

“I didn’t seek out help… it made me 

uncomfortable.”  
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Figure 3. INTERVIEW THREE: conversation with a current professor/biologist 

“Scientists suck at communicating, I’ll be the 

first to say it, I suck at communicating. I’m 

one of them.” 

 

“There is a … bias; Women who are  

leaders are called bitches or bossy.” 

 

“If you are a girl and you hear horror stories 

you think ‘that's not what I want to do with 

my life’.” 

 “People talk about being the first; the first 

Woman to join a department of guys, and 

then there was a second Woman, and then 

a third, and then it starts changing.” 

 

“Convincing people that we [biologists and 

scientists] are just regular people, it would 

help the science communication.”  
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Figure 4. INTERVIEW FOUR: conversation with a current undergraduate who left biology

“The higher up you went the  more men 

there were … there is definitely 

underrepresentation.” 

 

“Men are seen as more competent, which is 

kind of ridiculous.” 

 

“I do question how Women are supposed to 

move up through the higher levels of 

biological careers.” 

“I didn’t want to sit in a lab all day, and that’s 

what I saw professional scientists do. I 

wanted… human contact. I didn’t want to be 

that stereotype of a scientist.” 

 

“Women aren’t in positions of power and it’s 

the same for LGBT people. There is 

discrimination in the field.” 
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Figure 5. INTERVIEW FIVE: conversation with a current PhD student in biology 

 “Scientists have put themselves into this 

ivory tower and secluded themselves… it's 

the echo chamber of scientists.” 

 

“A little bit of burning needs to happen for 

growth to occur.” 

 

“One amazing teacher is all it took.” 

 “I have been harassed at conferences [but] 

I am stubborn as a mule, I just keep going.” 

 

“[My supervisor] has been through the 

ringer, but instead of letting it make her 

become bitter, she feels… and is nothing 

but supportive.” 
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Figure 6. INTERVIEW SIX: conversation with a current professor/biologist 

“When I had to defend my thesis… my 

[shoe] laces were undone so I stopped and 

did them back up and kept going. It was 

natural. My supervisor said ‘you shouldn’t 

do that because it isn’t professional’... it was 

weird that he even noticed it and felt like it 

was important enough to comment on.” 

“If you don’t try, you won’t get anything… if 

they got it, I can.” 

 

“Start with a story … make connections so it 

will be interesting.”  
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Figure 7. INTERVIEW SEVEN: conversation with an Elder 

“In residential school I was often told I was 

dumb, but I was in my own traditional way.” 

 

“We cannot know all the answers in this 

world. You and me, we are on a journey 

here of trying to understand.” 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 “The real art is ‘did I listen’, ‘did i answer 
from different perspectives’? So you work in 
harmony with your whole being… That is 
science.”

“There is interconnectedness of all we learn. 

This is reconciliation, this sharing, this work.”
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Figure 8. INTERVIEW EIGHT: conversation with a current PhD student in biology 

“I definitely see the need for more females 

in academia… there is definitely the old 

boys club, for sure. It’s pretty startling.” 

 

“If you have a bad mentor… it can destroy 

you as a person.” 

 “...as bad as it was I am relatively well off, 

others have suffered a lot more than I, there 

have been suicides and mental 

breakdowns. I am lucky.” 

 

“At this point is it too far gone? How do you 

fix something THAT broken?” 
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Figure 9. INTERVIEW NINE: conversation with a former honours student in biology 

“We were taking away their voice, by using 

it. Indigenous Knowledge is not our right… 

it’s not okay to take their knowledge and 

research and use it for our own purposes.” 

 

“People were not kind.” 

 “I did not feel that I had a safe space to say 

‘I don’t feel comfortable doing this’ 

… I panicked. I heard him 

[supervisor] saying ‘tell her to get her 

fucking shit together and just get the fuck 

over here.’ 

… We were treated like shit.”  
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Conversation nine continued: 

It was a very toxic environment.... STEM in general is so fundamentally 

skewed in how they treat people that they don't even see the problem or how it 

needs to be fixed.  It really needs to be broken apart in huge ways and rebuilt.   

It took me years to realize it wasn’t my fault, and it wasn’t. 

I swore I would never go back to university, and I had dreams of doing a 

PhD.  *in tears*  I think about coming back all the time, but I cannot fathom 

having to deal with that again.  I have never felt more worthless in my entire life... 

so ignorant and insignificant.   

I have never felt more stupid. 

It broke me... 

It wasn’t fair.   

I gave up. 

Science education is so important, in all aspects of life, but so is being 

inclusive.  If we can reach a place where that is together?  We are going to be so 

much better, so much more advanced. 

 

 

  

Image 4. critical thinking meme
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4.2. Autoethnography 

The following represents one small piece of my journey to and in science. Due to page 

limits, I am forced to scrape the surface, which, in many ways, feels untruthful. There is so much 

more to any story; this story in particular is long and deep and speaks to why this journey was 

so personally important for me. Time, patience, and space is needed, and that is something the 

formal, traditional thesis format does not allow. Therefore, within this disclaimer comes the 

promise that I will bring as much of myself forward as the official limits allow, and that I will make 

every effort to ensure the full story will be made available in the future for any who wish to travel 

it with me. 

 

                

As a neurodivergent person, masking has long been part of my life. I learned young that 

I could - and needed to - disguise myself if I wanted to fit within a society that devalued other 

ways of thinking, doing, and being. I knew any time my mask fell I would be considered 

distasteful - like cilantro in my mouth, worse than soap: a poison. The truth of me was poison. I 

Image 5. thesis progress meme
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had to be reshaped, reformed, and repurposed, and I worked diligently to live up to the 

standards I was positive everyone held for me.  

 

            

I wanted to be loved. I needed to be acceptable.  The former depended on the latter, so I 

crafted an exquisite and invisible porcelain mask behind which to hide. This ability to adapt and 

fit into situations in a chameleon-like way, hiding away while in plain sight, pouring myself into 

whatever mould was required, has served me well. And while it can lead to autistic burnout (all 

masks eventually wear out, crack, or break entirely) it has allowed me to try on many different 

versions of who I might be and how I might fit into this world we share. 

Returning to university as an adult learner, and mumther (a moniker bestowed upon me 

by the most amazing kiddo anyone could ever be privileged to know), was the start of a 

rebirthing - though I didn’t recognize it as such at the time. I’ve spent the last five years pulling 

Image 6. cilantro science fact meme
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apart my way of thinking and being, and am now struggling to find a way to put the meaningful 

pieces back together. 

During the beginnings of my undergraduate degree, I relearned many of the same 

lessons I did as a neurodivergent child; who I am is unacceptable, how I feel about our world 

and how I believe we move through it together isn’t valid or verifiable. Even if I didn’t fully know 

or understand the person I was, I knew only certain parts of me would fit with what is allowable 

in science. It seemed to me that acceptance in science required a linear perspective. And so, 

once again, I found a way to rebuild and retool the perceived me into the approved mould. 

The tight rules of what is okay and what isn’t were simple for me to follow. Well- 

established (though rarely quantitatively or qualitatively evaluated) blueprints outlining how to be 

a good scientist (Sumpter, 2019, 2.8 Appropriate mental characteristics section) made for the 

easiest transformation yet. I learned so much during this period, carried it all deep within me, 

and forgot my many variations that had existed in the past, further distancing myself from the 

free and wild child I had been when last I truly knew myself. Following the provided blueprints, I 

rebuilt myself again. 

I excelled at following the guidelines set forth by the university biology department, and 

found myself being accepted at deeper and deeper levels of that community. Of course, it was a 

carefully curated version of myself, and I shared with intention only those pieces that I knew fit, 

burying the rest deep inside. Perhaps the most interesting part of this was how quick I was to 

accept this remoulding of who I was, and how I prioritized myself. I was proud at how well I 

adapted, and didn’t stop to examine the why's behind the clinical way of thinking and the very 

Western, masculine way of being that biology required. 
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It’s amazing how quick and easy it is to allow society to mould you into what it feels you 

should be. It’s a trap in which I allowed myself to be snared, without pause or a thought spared 

for what was happening.   

When I began entering in conversation with my study participants, hearing the stories 

from other students really reinforced the need for the work I'm doing.  I was sure my 

experiences wouldn't have existed in a vacuum; if these things happened to me, if I saw these 

things, they were bound to have happened to others.  However, I wasn't fully and completely 

prepared for just how pervasive they were.   

I had heard bits and pieces of what participants 8 and 9 had been through.  I knew of 

some of the difficulties participant 8 faced, as I had become friends with a mutual friend, and I 

had heard fragments from participant 9 here and there in casual conversation; I knew enough to 

brace myself beforehand for their sharing.  All of the student participants spoke of being made 

to feel small, stupid, or insignificant; but, hearing snippets, dispersed like seed on wind, while 

walking through a university hall, is vastly different to feeling the beating of a torrential spilling 

forth of pain and disillusionment and fear, complete with tears and a lingering, unanswered “why 

wasn’t I good enough?” 

Listening to their stories was so incredibly difficult.  I wanted to wrap them in my arms 

and gently hold their hearts, and I wished so badly I could have protected them all.  I have to 

hope that, through this work, we can all do that for the Women who come after us.  That our 

work and our sharing will help save those coming after.  That this will all have meaning.  That 

our pain can prevent others from encountering and feeling the same.  I have to believe it will all 

have been worth it.  
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Image 7. pushing yourself meme 

 

When I graduated from the University of Saskatchewan with a bachelor's degree in 

philosophy and biology I jumped head first back into academia.  I had fallen in love with 

research and wanted more. I love knowledge with a fiery passion and excitement. Just like the 

child I was (and who still exists inside), I want to know and do all the things. I walked on that 

stage to receive my graduation certificate in May, and in June had applied, and was accepted, 

to the MA program in Environmental Education and Communication at Royal Roads University. I 

secured an extensive student loan (adding to an already huge student loan debt) by early July, 

with classes beginning that same month. I never stopped to come up to breathe; instead, 

passion aflame, I dived, deeper, farther, faster, and harder.  I learned years ago that I’m a 
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“binge learner,” (Dourado, 2013; Brew, 2017) I go as hard, fast, and deep as I possibly can, for 

as long as I can, only coming up for air when I feel I’m ready for something new. Then the cycle 

starts again, and off I swim to another new and exciting destination.  

Prior to my return to university as an adult learner, I spent many years deeply unpacking 

my privilege and examining the many prejudices which are all part and parcel of growing up 

within a capitalist, colonialist society. I may have been a disabled, queer, neurodivergent, 

Woman, who was economically disadvantaged, but I benefited extensively from 6F & CIS 

privilege. I learned to leverage that privilege, using it to benefit others with less than myself. 

So, when I was able to secure a student loan and return to school, I was well practiced 

in the art of open giving and unselfish sharing. This made the competitive and shame-based 

culture within the biology department (I couldn’t speak personally to whether it existed 

elsewhere within academia at that point in my journey) a bit of a shock. 

When I went to my very first lab, I sat in the front row, to the right of centre. Students 

quickly filed in, most heading to the middle or back of the room; before too long Anne7 joined me 

to my right (at the end of the first row) and Prionailurus rubiginosus8 with one empty seat 

                                                 
7 I am going against traditional expectations within eurocentric science which demands anonymity, and 
instead following the example set by Shawn Wilson, in his thesis, where he introduced the problem by 
saying: 
 

I would like to use the real names of everyone I worked with… [but] this goes against 
the rules of most university ethical research policies. However, how can I be held 
accountable to the relationships I have with these people if I don’t name them” How 
can they be held accountable to their own teachers if their words and relationships are 
deprived of names? (2008, p. 63) 

 

8 Like Wilson, I will use the given and/or chosen names of those who have granted me permission to do 
so, and for those whom I was unable to reach, or for whom I had any doubts, I have turned to my network 
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between her and I, directly in the center. Anne and I began exchanging pleasantries almost 

immediately. Although there was over fifteen years between us, we just seemed to click. So, 

when we were told to partner up, and that the person we chose would be our partner for the 

remainder of the term, it was an obvious choice and natural fit. And when I realized Prionailurus 

(in her very first university class, a former homeschooled kid, having never been away from her 

family before, and only just barely sixteen) ended up as the odd person out, I invited her over to 

join us and we became the only three person team in the lab. 

It didn’t take long to realize that our way of working together was drastically and 

shockingly different than how everyone else around us functioned in their “partnerships.” Rather 

than sharing knowledge, sharing notes, sharing tasks, sharing illustrations, sharing kindnesses 

and helping one another to succeed together, there was intense competition between partners, 

each guarding their discoveries from one another, trying to outdo the other, trying to get ahead 

by keeping others from doing the same. While our group openly encouraged one another, took 

time from our own work to help one another when we struggled, and sometimes sacrificed 

aspects of our own work that might have secured an extra mark or two on assignments to help 

make sure our partners could achieve to the best of their abilities, the others secreted away 

their own work or tried to mislead another by misidentifying specimens or mislabeling 

illustrations publicly and then, when they thought no one would notice, quietly correcting their 

own answers. 

                                                 
of trusted others on Facebook where I posted a request, asking folx to contact me with the names of their 
favourite non-human kin down to the order, family, or genus (per binomial nomenclature). Replacing 
given names with names offered in community and with love makes me feel a little better over the 
requirement to hide the identities of those I write about. There is still a reciprocity present, an 
acknowledgement of relationality which exists in this, my chosen way forward. 
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This initial experience was a fast and hard baptism into the world of university biology, 

one built upon shame, comparison, and disengagement, where a student’s self-worth is 

intimately tied to their ability to achieve; numeric rankings determine your value, and no one 

really feels heard (Brown, 2012, p. 28). Within this world, I was so grateful for the nurturing triad 

we had created, within which we could support one another not just academically but socially 

and emotionally as well. We faced it all together that term and came through all the better for it.  

 

            

 

Without realizing it, in a masculine-driven environment, we had created a cocoon, a safe 

and protected shell within which feminist methodologies allowed us to flourish. Instead of having 

to compete, we collaborated. We nurtured one another, and helped each of us succeed in ways 

we couldn’t have alone. So often, it seems to me when Women hope to succeed in Western 

science, we are forced to act like men, abide by their paradigms, and are judged by their 

criterion for success. Yes, it is easy to fall into the existing system, and refuse to demand more 

from our classes, our professors, our fellow students, or ourselves. However, by participating in 

this way, we “become what we are not, in colluding with the patriarchy, we are cut off from... our 

Image 8. making kindness meme
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own creativity... And in following this path we prop up and perpetuate the system which [is] 

destroy[ing] us and the planet” (Blackie, 2019, p. 39). 

 

              

 

Whether or not the three of us realized it, we demonstrated precisely what a feminist 

biology paradigm could look like, and we were better for it. It wasn’t anything that we had to 

force, or that we engaged in with a purpose of testing methodologies; it was simply how we 

naturally moved through our worlds. But, I know it had an impact. Our former TAs noticed the 

way we worked, and two of the three had mentioned to me in subsequent years the impact it 

had on them and the way they operated within academia afterwards. I also know it was 

impactful on our fellow students, as a few groups slowly changed the way they worked, being 

more open and giving with one another by the end of the course. It may seem like a small thing 

until “people start making different choices and reshaping the smaller cultures they belong to” 

(Brown, 2012, p. 28). Cultural shifts start small and, whether we intended to or not, we began a 

Image 9. white heteronormative patriarchy cross stich meme
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change for at least a few individuals that term. “What we know matters, but who we are matters 

more” (Brown, 2012, p. 16). 

If that first lab experience had been one where I was forced into a situation where I had 

to change how I moved through the world, and felt I had no choice but to conform to that harsh, 

me first, competitive, patriarchal culture, I don’t know that I would have continued on my 

academic adventure. As much as I loved the material and my heart soared via the exploration of 

life and its amazing intricacies, if my heart had been crushed rather than held gently in the 

nurturing hands of others like myself, I wouldn’t have been able to carry on. So, to Anne and 

Prionailurus, wherever their own journeys took them, I am forever grateful; thank you for 

allowing me to be seen, for holding space for the different ways I work and value the work, for 

collaborating and sharing with me, and for helping me create something new in a space not 

known for welcoming paradigm shifts. Thank you for helping me make magick. 

This became my model for how I carried myself throughout my undergraduate degree. I 

created little pockets where openness and sharing were valued, where we held space for one 

another and propped each other up. And no, my giving wasn’t always met with reciprocity; 

sometimes it was one-sided, but I never let that stop me. If I had a greater understanding of 

something (and with my innate capability for systems thinking, this happened more times than 

not) I gave that knowledge to anyone who might benefit from it. Sometimes, this included 

offering a professor a different way of looking at things, or sharing a study I had read, which 

indicated their slides or lecture were now out of date (which was only appreciated some of the 

time, and I learned to set aside time outside of class for this versus raising my hand during a 

lecture to point out recently-made-false information). 
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I firmly believe that we succeed better when we do so together. If an alternative way of 

looking at something will help you, then I am happy to offer what I can. I don’t need to succeed 

at your expense; your earning a great mark doesn’t diminish whatever grade I receive. In fact, I 

was excited to celebrate your successes whether or not I succeeded to the same level. 

When I decided to dive in full time after that initial toe dip, I did so with the long term goal 

of working at a national/provincial park, aquarium, or zoo helping to bring biology to the public. 

Making complex information relatable and understandable, creating a sense of enthusiasm for 

our natural world and the absolutely incredible life we share it with, inspiring children, teens, and 

their families to get involved, to learn more: as an unschooling facilitator and children’s 

programming developer and volunteer, this was something that came naturally and easily to me. 

I never expected to fall in love with research itself; I merely wanted to bring what others did 

forward. But, then there I was, in my final year at the University of Saskatchewan, undertaking 

an honours research project (for which I had to get special permissions as I had not enrolled for 

the honours track - my grades indicated I could have, but that’s something else I had never 

expected for myself) and falling head over heels, in an exciting and passionate affair with 

original research.  

In all honesty I don’t remember who it was who turned me on to the research being done 

in the canadensis lab on campus. It was likely Scott, who ran/runs the ecology labs in the 

biology department. Although I ran out of those labs bawling on more than one occasion - they 

were a horrifyingly intense experience - he was never to blame. In fact, he was the one person 

in the department I felt I could count on more than any others, and he talked me down off more 

than one figurative ledge during those three years I spent within the department. I feel a great 
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deal of gratitude for him, and the huge amount of encouragement I know he dishes out to his 

students daily. 

 

  

I had an idea for some research I wanted to do with snails. I really love snails, and he 

knew they were working with more than just fish (though that was their area of specialty). Lynx 

canadensis (the canadensis in the canadensis lab) was off on a research trip, so much of my 

negotiation was with Giraffa camelopardalis who was a PhD student. With his help, I nailed 

down specific questions and procedures. I would be doing original research that hadn’t been 

done before, looking at embryonic learning in aquatic snails, exposing eggs to alarm cues, and 

seeing if that had an impact on the resulting juvenile and adult snails, if they retained any 

learning/knowledge from the experience/exposure. Because this was novel research, it may well 

have resulted in publication. 

Image 10. positive mentoring meme
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Having a topic and a rough plan, I began diving into the existing literature surrounding 

my proposed experiment. With this being such novel research, most of what I found was about 

this species in general, or about embryonic learning in other species. I had identified about 

twenty relevant peer-reviewed, published journal articles from which to draw when I next spoke 

to Lynx and Giraffa. 

Lynx had a master’s student whose project was quite ambitious, and she was in need of 

an assistant. Initially, I said no. I was excited about the work on which I had embarked.  

Undergraduates rarely get to engage with such novel and unexplored topics, and the idea of 

doing so was thrilling. However, I agreed to meet with Laurel and discuss what she was working 

on. I went into that meeting fully prepared to tell Laurel that, while I appreciated that she needed 

help with her work, I was fully dedicated to carrying my own project to fruition. 

Unfortunately (for my snail research hopes) yet fortunately (for myself and the 

researcher I would become) the two of us clicked in an amazing way, and her work with 

parasite-infected fathead minnows was incredibly intriguing. Given that my research credit was 

only intended to be a one term project, hers was more likely to fit those parameters, whereas 

mine would have gone over, necessitating an extension from the university and costing me two 

or possibly three terms of tuition versus one. So I agreed to abandon my project, and engage 

with her on hers. 

I was grateful that this would have me working directly with someone with whom I felt a 

real connection, someone I could respect, and who I knew would value my contributions. Lynx 

always made me feel like an unnecessary inconvenience, and a bit of an embarrassment to her 

standing as a highly respected biologist. It was apparent to me that my background in 
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philosophy and as an artist did not fit with her view of what a good scientist makes; my creativity 

and alternative approaches to old ways of doing things were often met with sighs and eye rolls. 

Rather than helping to strengthen any areas she viewed as weak in my designs or 

presentations, she would denigrate or deride. I would catch her turning to Giraffa, and with a 

hand half-heartedly blocking her face from my view, quietly laughing at my expense. If I learned 

anything from her, it was how to hold myself together with a polite and fake smile, even when I 

felt like breaking down and fleeing. I always dreaded any time I knew I needed to meet with her, 

in private or for lab meetings. Thankfully, she informed me that I wasn’t really a member of the 

lab, so there was no need for me to join them for their weekly lunch hour talks, saving me that 

humiliation. 

 

 

 

Looking back, I now know that I WAS a member of Lynx’s lab. I was a student working 

within her lab on a project being conducted in said lab, and she should have ensured I was 

included and welcomed rather than ridiculed and rejected. However, if anything was a crash 

course on research in an academic institution within Saskatchewan that was it. I’m grateful to 

Image 11. pieces of me meme
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have been shown by everyone in the Brigham lab at the University of Regina what a welcoming 

and inclusive lab feels like, and what a contrast it was to this initial experience.  

 

 

 

I have often wondered since that time how Lynx herself would view our shared 

experience. Those who contribute to abusive and patriarchal systems rarely seem to 

acknowledge, and sometimes completely fail to realize, their contributions to these systemic 

imbalances and abuses of power. Would she see how dehumanizing it was, as a female student 

who was so excited finally to be working with one of the great Women directly in the field I was 

desperate to be a part of, to have that renowned and successful Woman colluding and 

supporting the systems that keep Women from pursuing science in general and research 

specifically? I intentionally sought out a supervisor who self-identified as a Woman.  I sought out 

a chance to work directly with someone who might see and truly understand what it is to 

Image 12. a creek bed in Cypress Hills
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struggle as a Woman in a masculine-dominated field, someone who might help foster the type 

of culture I tried to build around myself and for my fellow students in these tiny micro-niches 

within the biology department. I specifically sought out a female-identified supervisor, but got a 

female-identified suppressor. Would she see the ways she was keeping Women from 

succeeding? Would she see the ways she was contributing to the culture of shame and 

disengagement? Or was she so adept at fitting into the system that she was blind to it all? In 

many ways, looking back, I am grateful I chose to work with Laurel instead of on my own project 

as Laurel took much of the responsibility for interacting with Lynx as she possibly could, 

removing it from my shoulders. 

It is a special kind of betrayal when these kinds of heinous things are done by a Woman, 

someone who knows just how bad it can be but instead of working to make things better ends 

up contributing to the oppressive and hegemonic system. The experiences someone must have 

gone through to turn them into a perpetrator? That pressure has to be immense. Lynx was a 

victim too, and my heart breaks for her. 

Laurel was/is a brilliant Woman, and one I know has the potential to impact the social 

climate within Western science. She built us a safe space, a feminist space, for collaboration 

and sharing where we could work together on her project, help problem solve, and where we 

approached things in a manner where I felt valued and my work appreciated. She never made 

me feel like my one million questions were a hassle, as I knew I felt more secure when we had 

time to go over procedures multiple times to ensure I had them well in hand before actually 

beginning work, knowing a misstep could alter results and potentially contaminate our results. I 

ran practice specimens outside of the study through the behaviour trials I was responsible for 
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until I was confident and secure enough to know I had things well in hand. When I texted her 

late at night, or while she was out for a dinner that I ended up needing to work through for one 

reason or another, she talked me through whatever challenge I was facing, whether it was with 

uncooperative subjects or equipment failures. She never made me feel like I was an 

inconvenience or my questions weren’t worth her time. She was nurturing, and I flourished 

within her tutelage. Doing this research was the highlight of my undergraduate experience.  I felt 

at home out in the field with her as we collected snails (those first level hosts from which to 

harvest the parasites), and felt secure and integral as I ran the minnows through looming 

stimulus trails in the lab afterwards. Whether it was running trails, caring for our specimens, or 

doing dissections and parasite counts at the end, because she believed in me, my self-efficacy 

soared. I am so grateful for her knowledge, patience, empathy, laughter, and, yes, even her 

tears as we shared both our lives in and outside the lab. I miss her a great deal.  Even as I write 

this, I have a deeply content, happy, and grateful tear forming in my eye as I reflect on this 

monumental time in my life. I never expected to fall in love with research; but, thanks to Laurel 

and our time together, that’s exactly what I did - in spite of Lynx’s insistence that I wasn’t suited 

to science, and should consider science journalism instead. 
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I know Lynx considered this a jab, and intended it to be disparaging (her hatred for 

journalists well known), I can’t imagine a world where being a good communicator - especially 

within a field like biology - is a bad thing. And if she ever reads this, and recognizes herself with 

my story, I hope she knows that I don’t blame her. Sometimes it all simply becomes too much, 

and even those who once hoped to make change find themselves so wrapped up within the 

dominant structure that they go from champion to perpetrator. I know she too was a victim.  

Image 13. you own your stories meme
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It took until the beginning of my third and final year at the U of S to find my people, a 

group of Women within the department who I could call, and will always call, my own: my fellow 

“biology bitches9.” 

I had met both Yolanda and Jocelyn in Life in the North, an upper level biology course 

featuring both a fieldwork component and an abundance of cultural appropriation. I was so 

inside my head at the time that I never really got to know either of them in a meaningful way 

until later; I was overwhelmed with schoolwork, and barely finding time to surface for breath. 

Finding friends when you can barely breathe is, decidedly, not the priority - even if it should be; 

having someone willing to share their oxygen mask while you are drowning is everything. 

                                                 

9 A title I bestowed on our little group, and which resonated so much with me, that I ended up using it as a 
self-descriptor when I began my blog: biologybitch.com 

Image 14. surviving where uninvited and unwelcome
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However, at the beginning of our last year in the biology department the three of us, 

along with Stephanie and December, ended up in the same entomology course. I can safely say 

on behalf of the five of us, that none of us felt we would have made it through without the others. 

 

 

 

Entomology was the most content-heavy course of my degree. It was a one term, three 

credit course, but the content truly deserved both a summer collection period (one term, three 

credits) and an entire scholastic year in classes and labs (two terms, six credits). I received my 

lowest grade ever in a biology course, but I also learned more than I had during any other 

course. 

There really was no possible way to internalize all the required content in such a short 

period. Each of us easily put in thirty to forty hours a week for this one class, in spite of having 

full course loads with all the associated work for each. We also needed to maintain lives as 

Image 15. my biology bitches, with honorary bitch-for-a-night, Justin (Jocelyn’s brother)
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adult humans during the process, dealing with medical emergencies, family issues, work 

problems, and habitation arrangements. I was also doing my research with Laurel during this 

term. I’ve heard that nothing bonds people faster than an intense experience, some kind of 

trauma, crisis, or, in our case, a class that rightfully should have taken place over nine months 

versus three. 

It was within my many deeply personal discussions with my bio bitches where I came to 

realize I wasn’t isolated in my experiences within biology. We had all been victim to the culture 

of shame and its exclusionary practices. We had all been made to feel worth less than others 

due to the forced competition and its inherent isolation, and we had all learned to hide certain 

parts of ourselves, certain predilections, and certain beliefs because we knew that side of us 

was unacceptable within the world of Eurocentric science. Yet we, all of us, were (and are) 

committed to pursuing careers in biology. It is where our passion, enthusiasm, and wonder are 

most engaged; it is a part of who we are. It’s an odd thing when you see all that’s wrong within 

something you love, yet love it enough to remain within its damaging embrace. 

If one looked at our relationship with the Eurocentric study of biology (as it currently 

exists), they might recognize it as co-dependent, narcissistic, and abusive. So many of us fall in 

love with all its promises. It love-bombs us with stories of discovery, adventure, passion, 

commitment, learning, and life, oh beautiful amazing sacred life. But, behind closed doors, after 

the commitment ceremony and our public declarations of love, it slowly begins to erode our 

confidences, telling us we will never be good enough for them, that we have to try harder, give 

more, apply ourselves more fully - even though we are already giving everything we can 

possibly give. It insists we give up anything else we love because it can’t stand the thought of us 
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having a life outside of its embrace. It tells us it should be the only thing in our lives, and if we 

loved it enough we would give up everything else. By this point, we are so deeply invested and 

believe wholeheartedly that it loves us back, so we keep giving more and more, thinking that if 

we just try harder, just rewrite this paragraph one more time, just add a little more jargon, just 

prove our dedication by disavowing ourselves of yet another piece of our lives. Just one more 

thing - one more: push a little harder, a little longer, hold a little tighter to those ideals it has told 

us are so vitally important. If you love it and were really dedicated, you’d take it apart, dissect it, 

fully understand it, and narrow your field of study to worship it fully. The ifs needed to prove 

yourself never stop. More and more. It won’t love you if you stop to breathe even for a second – 

you just have to keep going.  

We learn, as biology students, that we can never give enough; “You can get caught in a 

trap of catering to him, trying to fill a bottomless pit… no matter how much you give… it will 

never be enough… until you feel drained down to nothing” (Bancroft, 2002, p. 57). This sets us 

up for the “publish or perish” (Rawat & Meena, 2014) mentality that persists in Western science.  

The more papers you can get your name on the better; the instant you stop publishing you are 

done. 
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I am so lucky I found this core group; without Laurel and my biology bitches that last 

year might well have done me in. We had our own little support groups to help us survive our 

abusive and one sided relationship with biology and academia. Knowing I wasn’t the only one 

who felt that way, that I couldn’t measure up, or didn’t have enough to give, really meant 

everything to me as I was embedded deeply in the culture of Eurocentric science education. 

It was interesting being both in philosophy and biology at the same time. While the study 

of philosophy requires a lot of you, it never asks you to give up everything for a chance at 

belonging within its halls, at least not in my experience. In biology, those supportive professors 

who wanted to see you succeed were few and far between. I can name maybe three I had 

Image 16. feather caught in a spiderweb
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during my entire undergrad experience. More often than not, with the huge loads they had to 

maintain, including doing research, publishing, teaching, overseeing masters and PhD students, 

even those who cared often didn’t have the time to nourish themselves, let alone nurture 

undergraduates. Although professors in philosophy still had to undertake research, publish, 

teach, and oversee graduate students, they were, somehow, able to take care of their own 

needs outside academia. Therefore, they had the ability and time to pass care onto their 

students. I knew any one of my philosophy professors (half of whom were Women) would make 

time to sit with me, for hours every week if need be, to help me succeed and be the best student 

I could be. By that last year, I (and they) knew I had changed my goals and was looking at 

graduate school, understanding that I wanted to ensure my marks remained high to increase my 

possibilities for that next step. I was offered a rewrite on a paper that only received a 78%, and 

received private tutoring twice a week for a half an hour for one required course that was kicking 

me in the pants.  My philosophy professors had the time and resources available to help me 

with anything I needed. If I had chosen philosophy as my graduate path, I know I would have 

had my choice of amazing mentors. The culture of caring and reciprocity within our philosophy 

department made me sad that I was so committed to the narcissistic, abusive marriage I had to 

biology. But, no matter what, my love was for the science of life, and even working in the dregs 

of some biology basement cleaning the floors would allow me to stay within that co-dependent 

embrace.  
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Thankfully, my relationship with biology isn’t marriage. There is room to create and 

inspire change, some of which has already begun. When we find our little microcosm within that 

world, we can build it into something new and different, just like I did with my first lab partners, 

Anne and Prionailurus, with Laurel, and with my fellow biology bitches: Yolanda, December, 

Stephanie, and Jocelyn.  The little niche groups you create within a larger functioning 

ecosystem have effects that ripple out. Whether or not you are aware of it, folx around you see 

how you are changing the microclimate, the difference that collaboration makes versus forced 

competition, and how nurturing and mentoring one another benefits all of you. Those changes, 

while small at first, are seen. And, when enough people come together in these small groups, 

the changes stop being so small. Small changes grow, become bigger, and eventually can 

become system-wide. 

My dad calls me his “rebel daughter.” It’s only about 25% with affection; I’m sure the rest 

is with annoyance and frustration that I can’t simply colour within the lines and follow the rules 

Image 17. biology is life meme
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others have set. Regardless of the feelings or intention behind it, it’s one badge I wear with 

pride. I will continue to commit these small acts of loving, empathetic, inclusive rebellion, 

because I know that is the only way to effect the systemic change we need.  

 

 

 

Eurocentric science needs a deep injection of humanity, including our capacity for 

rebelling against oppression, if we ever hope to inspire the change our world needs. It took 

allowing myself the space to step back, allowing for an undoing of that indoctrination of 

Western/Eurocentric science, allowing myself to question the WHY behind it all for me to find a 

way forward that rejects the ‘either’ and embraces the ‘both.’ This became the central focus of 

my current inquiry, and what drove me into the deep and exciting potential of a polyamory- 

marriage between feminism, Indigenous ways of living in nature (Aikenhead & Michell, 2011, p. 

67), and Eurocentric biology. 

Embracing the idea of vulnerability through this work is something that I have found 

terrifying. I’m great at being open, but being vulnerable requires so much more of us.  However, 
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I believe firmly that it is what Eurocentric science needs in order to move forward in a way that 

helps build bridges rather than burning them. So I have learned to become friends with 

vulnerability, to accept it, and see it for the amazing thing it is - even if I found it scary.  

 

 

 

We have been taught that to be scientists we must remain aloof, above all, lacking 

vulnerability, lacking bias, without personal histories, or societal influences... we aren’t. And 

asking us to deny our humanity, and our kinship, has disastrous effects. One only has to look at 

what we have done to our shared home and to our human and non-human kin since the 

scientific revolution some 400 years ago (Campbell, 2019; Carey, 2015). This is not the way 

forward. While we cannot undo the damage we have inflicted, we can acknowledge it, and find a 

harmonious way forward while holding space for our horrifying history. 

Image 19. Open and ready
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Perhaps we aren’t above, but are equal. Perhaps, just perhaps, we are one intrinsic part 

of the world we are seeking to understand and explain. Perhaps there are others outside 

Eurocentric science and its world of false dichotomies we can look to for guidance. However, to 

do so, we have to open ourselves up, be human, and be vulnerable - as uncomfortable a 

proposition as that might be for many of us.  

 

 

 

Image 20. my greatest teachers
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Chapter 5. Discussion and Conclusion 

5.1. Reflections 

The current academic paradigm in the natural sciences is one that requires students 

and researchers divorce themselves from their passion in order to maintain an ‘above the 

material’ approach. Learning to write in this manner, which Western science currently 

demands, alienates the public and policy-makers, and “clearly doesn’t change behaviour” 

(Prusaczyk, 2020, para. 14). I wholeheartedly believe that this alienation contributes to the 

maintenance of the current paradigm: science devoid of passion and person. 

I am interested in the current culture surrounding natural science research and 

education, and how that affects the ability of scientists to communicate and share findings 

with the public. Western science is, to a large part, emotion-phobic and shame-based (Brown, 

2012, pp. 12, 130, 174 & 175); this influences academia and how we teach our future 

scientists. The public requires a heart-voice in addition to the head-voice used in scientific 

publication; they need to be spoken with, not talked at, or down to as “people double down on 

their ‘counter- scientific attitudes… when [they] are being treated as if they are stupid’” 

(Kirkey, 2019, para. 25). 

A recent article via CBC’s Technology & Science brought the news forward that 44% 

of Canadians believe scientists are “elitists,” and that public distrust in science is growing. In 

this same article, John Smol, an ecologist affiliated with Queen’s University, is quoted saying 

“There’s a real disconnect between what scientists do and what is the perception of the 

public.” He goes on to criticize those in science, noting that efforts must be made to be 
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understandable, to break down the walls that currently exist: “There used to be an ethic in 

science that the lower the number of people who actually understood what you did, the better 

you are doing.” Fortunately, this same poll indicated that 88% of respondents wished they 

knew more, and had a desire for findings presented in accessible language (Weber, 2019). 

As scientists, we should not be information gate-keepers but knowledge 

communicators, enthusiastic sharers, and change makers. The goal should not be 

science/knowledge as some lofty precipice only those with years of training and skill can 

access. Rather, science/knowledge should be a conversation with all people, openly and 

transparently shared in a way that excites people to take action, learn more, and make a 

difference. 

Teaching our future scientists that only the head-voice is valid hinders their ability to 

bring findings to light in any real and impactful way. Our language use forces us into the role 

of knowledge gate-keepers and disallows any inclusion of other ways of knowing, prioritizing 

a hard scientific line in the sand. There has to be a way to avoid the hegemony currently 

present in this system, one that, instead, includes, allows for, and even celebrates passionate 

and enthusiastic communication inside and outside academia. I believe the “I” may hold the 

answers. 

Through the interview/conversation process with my participants, all who were 

immensely gracious, honest, and forthcoming in regards to difficult topics and situations they 

personally navigated, I became firm in my resolve that story may well hold the key. My 

research into Indigenous and feminist methodologies suggested that a storied approach is 

best; however, I did not expect to hear the same from such a diverse group of Women. Even 
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with those where I anticipated pushback and an opposing view, there was agreement. The 

closest anyone came to voicing dissent was interviewee eight, who began by saying she felt a 

narrative approach: 

could go either way. It could be really good, it could help people engage… but it could 

go the other way… then you can’t separate the individual from the work so [members 

of the public] say I don’t like this individual so I don’t trust their work. Science 

production shouldn’t be a black box, but I don’t know if identifying ourselves would 

help. 

In continuing to talk her way through her thoughts, processing them out loud, she 

concluded that even if there might be uncertainty surrounding an injection of self, that: “it’s 

probably better than the current culture”. 

The language that came forward in these conversations was overwhelmingly negative, 

full of uncertainty, fear, immense disappointment, and self-doubt. When describing 

themselves, students used words like stupid, worthless, lazy, humiliated, stress, intimidated, 

suicide, apathy, etc.. When discussing professors and departmental politics, words like 

disheartening, frustration, anger, bias, and sacrifice, fell from their lips. One particular 

comment, seemingly glib, hit me especially hard: “I don’t know if it’s because I’m a Woman or 

because you [professor] are an asshole” (participant two). 

5.2. Conversation analysis 

Some participants mentioned they felt that feminist theory as a mandatory course for 

biology students would be helpful in addressing inequalities. A couple participants noted a 
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lack of, and stated a need for greater, acknowledgement and involvement of Indigenous 

scholars.  The two professors agreed that they need to bring their whole selves forward to 

reach students and inspire them to achieve. Overwhelmingly, the students (at all levels within 

academia) stated that writing courses specifically for science students would be valued. The 

feeling was that these things could begin to address current inequities and help future 

biologists learn key components of communication. That by learning the dark history of our 

field, learning to write utilizing both head and heart, and acknowledging and embracing other 

ways of coming to knowing, we could turn things around and create welcoming open spaces 

where a both/and spirit or mentality was valued, thus helping students, faculty, and the public 

feel valued and included. They are not wrong. There seems to be an inherent knowing, 

which, given space to surface, can change everything if we allow it to be seen and 

acknowledged. 

Erin Baerwald, a biologist and professor at UNBC shared the following: 
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This distrust/split between the public and scientists/science, especially in times of 

crisis (between the climate crisis, the global pandemic, growing civil unrest, and the 

associated economic impacts, we are in an unprecedented time of crisis) can be deadly. 

5.3. Conversation reflection 

Knowing how to process the incredibly rich data present in each of my participant’s 

stories is something, even now, more than a year after our conversations occurred, with 

which I struggle. Having utilized their tellings to aid in my own autoethnography, I was able to 

sit with their words in myriad ways. From being there with them as they shared, to 

transcribing the recordings, rereading those transcriptions repeatedly, to coding and creating 

the word clouds, and sitting with each of these. Whether auditory, text, graphic, or otherwise, 

there is such power here. 

Every time I come back to them, regardless of the format, the weight of their sharing, 

and the generosity they exhibited in doing so, brings me to tears. I saw my own story 

reflected back over and over again. Details may have changed, but that pain, that feeling 

less than, the need to do more and be more, the concern that we can never give enough, or 

carve enough of ourselves away to fit into the rigidity of this life we chose before really 

understanding what it was that it would ask of us, is something we all seemed to share. 

Even now, coming back after writing, working through my edits I constantly find more.  

More that needs to be addressed, more that should be said, more that needs to be 

unpacked.  It is both process and progress, and it is something I will likely continue doing for 

years to come.  Seeking to understand my own positionality and how my own story fits within 
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the greater whole is difficult, and every book I enter conversation with, every story I hear, 

every article I read gives me greater insight and helps me in that questioning and coming to 

knowing. 

I need reminders as I actively work to continually decolonize my own mindset, which 

was so quick to accept the culture and climate present in Eurocentric science and academia.  

It is an ongoing process of learning and adapting my language and reaching deeper into my 

own story and those colonial, patriarchal conventions we took as givens, but which are 

anything but.  I have immense gratitude to those amazing Women who joined me in this work 

and shared their stories, all of which helped me excavate, and allow for sunlight to shine on, 

those glittering threads which weave their way through all of our experiences.   

As witness to this shared experience, of Women within science, I am both subject 

and object, and as Nel Noddings addressed, the focus in scholarly settings to outcompete, to 

constantly acquire awards, and a desperate need to turn out new work doesn’t simply 

disappear because we have become aware of it.  If I stop questioning, or fail to evaluate my 

positionality, it is all too easy to let that dominant line of thinking filter back in.  I feel it, it 

exists as a nagging voice in the back of my mind asking “is this science or just sciencey?  Is 

this valid, is it worthwhile?”   

It sometimes seems to feminists and other radical thinkers that this society, including 

education as an institution, does not really want to solve its problems.  There is too 

much at stake, too much to be lost by those already in positions of power, to risk 

genuine attempts at solution. (Nodding, 1988, p. 225) 
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It is shocking really, that seven of the nine word clouds so prominently display in 

strong, large, bold text DON’T or DIDN’T. It is an exceptionally loud and undeniable 

statement in regards to our experiences within this restrictive system. It made me all the 

more grateful for the two who stood apart from this pattern: interviewees five and seven, a 

PhD student who received the bulk of her education outside of Saskatchewan, and an Elder - 

it is their words in particular I cling to when I need to find nourishment for my own soul when I 

fear I may drown in the pain that exists here. 

Throughout my journals there are references upon references to fire.  The metaphor 

of burning as healing and restorative is valid and important.  We need fire, we need 

disturbance.  The natural world requires it, but we cannot forget that it is also a violent and 

painful thing.  I recently survived a fire that claimed the lives of the majority of my animal 

family members.  Fire is violent and terrifying, and has far reaching impacts … it is painful 

...more painful than many could ever imagine or comprehend.  But yes, it is needed in our 

world.  This work has the potential for disturbance, it will require us to be brave, but we don’t 

have to be brave alone. 

In spite of my own pain, and the heartbreaking stories my participants volunteered, 

and which brought many of them and myself to tears repeatedly, there was a belief 

expressed that this work, my research, could bring about change; that is an immense honour, 

privilege, and burden I will carry with tenderness, care, and intention. I will do all I can to 

ensure the impact of their narratives, stories, and experiences are felt and given the space 

they need to make a difference. Interviewee six was the exception to this, seeming more 

resigned to how things are, even if she once may have believed change was possible. Most 
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expressed concern that the problems present within Eurocentric science are almost too big to 

tackle; however, there was a strong undercurrent of hope and belief that things can change, 

and be made better. 

 The idea of being within nature or above it is directly related to the false dichotomy of 

heart and mind. For far too long, this separation has been growing, the divide expanding. It is 

absolutely crucial that we pull back that velvet curtain and reveal ourselves. The public needs 

to see who we are, that we too are just people.  People who care, have concerns, are worried, 

are passionate, believe deeply in what we are doing, and yes, even have bias. 

5.4. Situating Self 

I have a wealth of biases, but am aware of each and every one. My biases have 

come from a lifetime of experiences, an enormous amount of personal reflection, and 

tremendous learning. They are not unconscious; I leave none of them unresearched, 

unpacked, unevaluated, or unexamined. I acknowledge and challenge them, and am 

stronger for that. 

I was prepared for, and anticipated my own biases, built on far too many years of 

seeing and fighting injustices that too few appear to recognize. If anything, I thought they 

may potentially filter how I heard, interpreted, responded to, and reported the findings 

through a combative, bitter, lens. However, I found the further into this work I delved, the 

more open my heart became. Even with those where I initially harbored fear, regret, anger, or 

suspicion I found those emotions melted away as each of us - even if we differed in other 

areas or beliefs - found common ground in our experiences as Women in Eurocentric 
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science. I may have come into this work guarded, but found it heartening in spite of its 

tremendous difficulties. 

Bias has become a dirty word in science, reporting, and life, but it shouldn’t be.  Bias 

only becomes negative when it is left unexamined and unchecked. Unconscious bias is 

awful; it can ruin lives, careers, and promising scientific work. But, biases that are birthed of 

research, experience, and an unpacking of culturally indoctrinated ideas can inform and help 

us find better ways forward that deny the arbitrary systems of authority and, instead, invest in 

inclusion and a welcoming of “other”. If we, as scientists, state our biases, passions, 

excitement, and wonder to our audiences, we show ourselves as relatable, as real people.  

Consequently, we invite folx into our previously exclusionary worlds, that ever-so-privileged 

space that is knowledge production.  In so doing, we both educate and allow audiences to 

decide for themselves whether or not they trust our work. 

Along with my biases, I have a firm belief that we can do better. This is not a 

detriment to my work; it informs it. It propels me forward. It helps me see where I need to 

learn more, where I should focus harder, and where I need to continue to push. Sometimes 

these very things may manifest in anger or outrage, and that too is welcomed and valued in 

spite of the fact that, as Soraya Chemaly states:  

our society is infinitely creative in finding ways to dismiss and pathologize Women’s 

[capital W added] rage… cast[ing] me as overemotional, irrational, ‘passionate’, 

maybe hysterical, and certainly a ‘not-objective’ and fuzzy thinker.  (2018, xvii) 

The world we live in doesn’t like to hear from Women with little to no respect for the 

status quo or the boundaries it would insist we abide. In this? My neurodivergence, my innate 
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systems thinking, my ability to see connections and patterns where others flounder, these are 

my strengths and these are the things I have come to celebrate. 

5.5. Unlocking the tower 

We need to remove ourselves from that academic silo (as referenced by interviewee 

five), that ivory tower that keeps us sequestered and unable to communicate effectively, and 

tells us our experiences and biases are unwelcome. We need to tell the story of ourselves, 

our work, and why it all matters. We are already seeing the impacts of the distrust, and the 

policies that result in deaths when politicians deny science because they feel they can’t trust 

raw and seemingly empty data. 

Carl Sagan injected self into science, weaving story into research established and 

accepted by Western science. By allowing himself to be visible within the work, he made it 

relatable, exciting, and valuable (Achenbach, 2014). He inspired people to want to know 

more, learn more, and believe in their own efficacy. He didn’t lock himself up in the ivory 

tower of academia. His was a science we need more of if we are to claw our way out of our 

current “fake news” and “alternative facts” sinkhole. We need to let the public see who we 

are, help them understand why we do the work we do, and allow our passion and enthusiasm 

for our subjects to shine through. 

5.6. Recognition and response 

There has been work done surrounding decolonizing academia and providing 

welcoming and accepting, instead of integrated, spaces (which can be symptomatic of 
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assimilation (Williamson & DeSouza, 2002, para. 3). This supports my assertion that we 

need a path through the current hegemony in the sciences that “disempowers other ways of 

knowing” (Williamson & DeSouza, 2002, para. 21). To this particular end, I have actively 

sought the work of Indigenous authors and experts on alternative ways of coming to knowing 

in the hope of incorporating less polarizing language and ways of moving through the world 

of scientific research to avoid the gatekeeping that has plagued the natural sciences. Unlike 

some who believe these other ways of knowing are an “affront to our intelligence” (Sidky, 

2018, p. 39; Cullough, 2018), I believe they are imperative to the future of good, accessible 

science research and communication. If we are to move forward, it must embrace the notion 

of both/and rather than the divisive either/or currently followed. 

Narrative, first person, accounts have long been disregarded within Eurocentric 

science. George Nicholas and Nola Markey explore the relationship between truth and proof 

as they dig into traditional, First People’s, ways of coming to knowing versus a Western, 

colonialist view of what constitutes a scientific burden of proof. In a chapter from Material 

Evidence, Learning from Archaeological Practice they address concerns of evidence and 

‘real’ science and why oral histories have so long been considered irrelevant by academia. 

This is a very complex issue, and I believe they have given careful consideration to what we 

can assume to be true or evidentiary - especially for the natural sciences. They look to 

broaden the western lens upon which the scientific method is based, to include the heart of 

the matter and really examine why we have considered oral tradition and knowledge as 

unacceptable. Nicholas and Markey acknowledge that: 
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from a scholarly perspective then, some see oral histories as a second- class type of 

information to be used with caution and in context with other, more reliable sources... 

[however] this system/body of knowledge is based on individual and collective learned 

experiences and explanations, verified by elders, and conveyed through and 

preserved by oral traditions and other record keeping.  (2015, p. 290) 

Traditional Ecological Knowledge (TEK) is put through its own set of cheques and 

balances, observations, and repetitions, as is the Eurocentric scientific standard; 

consequently, it should be considered valid by those within the existing Western academic 

framework. The ability of those within oral cultures to memorize and retain vast quantities of 

“highly detailed and complex” data accurately “encode[d]... in song, dance, story and place” 

(Hamacher, 2016, paras. 5 & 9) should be lauded, not denigrated. 

While I continue examining the colonialist trappings that exist within Eurocentric 

scientific and academic circles, I again return to deconstruct the inherently patriarchal 

standards in Western science. Both are inextricably linked, as Western science and its 

acolytes considered both BIPoC and Women too close to nature to study it (Griffin, 1978, pp. 

3 & 33). Throughout Western history, it has been believed that only white men of a certain 

class had the capacity to be so far removed from nature as to study it properly. This belief 

contributes to “the blue blazer club” populated “specifically [by] white men of at least middle 

class” (Page et al., 2009, p. 1), aka the “pale male” problem (Conger & Ervin, 2018), which 

we see in spades within the hallowed halls of academia. 

The need is great to transform Eurocentric science and the views entrenched within it. 
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We are not above nature but a part of it; I believe in a new scientific paradigm that 

acknowledges this reality. A unification and collaboration between methods, sciences (social 

and natural), Indigenous ways of coming to knowing, lived experience, feminism, and 

between the public and scientists is required if we are to move forward. Our current use of 

jargony objective language only serves to widen the gap instead of crossing it (Shulman et 

al., 2020, pp. 589-592). I am not alone in believing “science education can become a 

‘catalyst for social change’” (Weinberg et al., 2018, p. 4). The question then becomes how. 

To which I answer: let us tell stories! 

To allow scientists to become educators and communicators we must “give voice to 

those whose stories are ... unheard while at the same time restraining the dominant 

hegemonic narratives” (Austin & Hickey, 2007, para. 12). What might happen if we invite 

readers into our personal thought processes and journeys as scientists? I believe we can 

bring them into the privileged space of scientific inquiry and research in a way that is 

inclusive, inspiring, and readable. This approach has the potential to inspire others to an “I 

can” attitude instead of holding them at arm’s length and thus upholding the gatekeeping 

currently present within the system, within which the public not only “reach[es] erroneous 

conclusions and make[s] unfortunate choices, but [where they are] rob[ed] of the ability to 

realize it” (Kruger & Dunning, 1999, p. 1121). “Autoethnography holds significant potential for 

the development of critically reflexive and genuinely emancipatory professional practice” 

(Austin & Hickey, 2007, para. 31), and should be given a chance to prove its worth within the 

natural sciences as it has in the social sciences. 
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Considering the lack of trust that has grown between scientists and the public 

(Weber, 2019), autoethnographic writing may go a long way towards healing this broken 

relationship. 

By seeking to progress beyond the oppressive nature of an inherently patriarchal and 

colonialist system, where predominantly white “men are the authentic representatives of 

academic knowledge” (Page et al., 2009, p. 8), autoethnography is perfectly poised to 

dismantle the system within which we have had to operate without ever being given the 

choice, where “women are compelled to submit to norms and priorities of what is science, in 

the formation of which she had no voice” (Page et al., 2009, p. 11). We have come a long 

way from the times where only white, affluent, men were considered reliable witnesses of 

science; it is time research and its reporting reflected that reality. 

There is a risk (as participantinterviewee eight noted) that when we pull back that 

curtain, people will choose not to trust us anyway because they feel they can’t relate or don’t 

think we appear earnest or honest… but should that happen, we will be no worse off for 

having tried. That distrust is already there. If we hope to change it, we have to try. 

I have tried. 

5.7. Thesis 2.0 

This thesis, the one you are currently engaged with, has become known to both 

myself and my supervisor as “thesis 2.0”. My first version, into which I poured my very being, 

took ten months to write and multiple drafts, and was rejected for not following the guidelines 

of a traditional thesis. I was told it was unacceptable, which felt like so many other times in 
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my life where I was inherently unacceptable simply by virtue of my atypical neurology. I 

shared, deeply, authentically, truthfully, vulnerably, and it, and I, was disallowed. 

Vulnerability is part of what makes reading autoethnographic works so compelling, as 

researchers expose their pains, hurt, loss, grief, heartbreaks, and other emotions 

experienced as they travail through events in their lives. (Ngunjiri et al., 2010, p. 8) 

 

It was immensely discouraging. I felt the MAEEC program would support my pushing 

boundaries and exploring new approaches. This is a program where one can submit either a 

research project or a thesis, where one can submit a piece of clothing, perform an interpretive 

dance, create a public art display, take a class of preschoolers on an outing, or commit to a 

traditional thesis. Perhaps that initial version would have been accepted in the “other” category, 

which I find telling in itself. This has shown me - with so much more power and importance 

than anything else in my journey prior - the need for change. If my original thesis was 

unacceptable here, in the MAEEC program at RRU, of all places, how intensely great is the 

need for it? 

I came close to walking away, but this work is far too important. So, 2.0 represents a 

compromise between arbitrary university dogma/authority and what I had hoped to bring 

forward as a different, more open approach. Honestly, 2.0 looks far more like what I initially 

intended to write. But the further into the research I delved, the further immersed in the 

conversations I became, the more I realized that a traditional format was unacceptable for 

conveying the necessary changes I see as needing to happen in science -- my first version 

reflected that. In the rejection I received, I felt like a child being told “do as I say, not as I do.”  
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And in turn, this version feels like I am giving you the same message:  “do as I say, not as I 

do.” 

Children learn best from observation, if you want them to learn and internalize 

something you must demonstrate it, not simply talk at them. So, as terrifying as it was, I put 

my heart, my life, all of me out there, on display, as I had been taught in my classes in the 

MAEEC program, and was told to put it all back into my pocket, hidden like a secret fidget toy, 

unacceptable when visible, yet needed all the same. 

In the first version of my thesis, I modeled a different writing approach throughout; in 

2.0, the remnants of that exploration are relegated to my autoethnography and this chapter. I 

listened to my volunteers, and utilized their shared stories to help me recount my own journey 

through science. My writing there, and peppered through this chapter, is meant to show a 

different way of writing, one that isn't currently accepted or employed in the sciences. 

Revealing even a little of our humanity and selves in scientific communication may make the 

message and research more approachable and trustworthy. 

I have learned that being openly and authentically my ND self, without masking, 

isn’t acceptable to many NTs and my bigger, more open, more visible stims aren’t 

welcome in a society that only values one type of neurology. And where, if I have 

forgotten to return my stimmy twigs, rocks, and other fidgets to my pocket after wash day 

I will find myself picking at my fingers until they bleed - an unhealthy and harmful stim 

developed after decades of trying to hide myself around NTs. This version of my thesis is 

a manifestation of bloody fingers, albeit a metaforayical one. 
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I will no longer hide myself, I will not make my fingers bleed for those in this field who 

see no value in other, welcoming ways, forward. There is a need for a new paradigm within 

science and academia, and it is not something I am alone in seeing. There are people out 

there who are creating change, some in small ways, by impacting those around them in 

unmeasurable ways, people like my supervisor Mel Hart at the University of Regina, who 

cares so very deeply for all her students and wants to help them all succeed by providing 

them with guidance, a kind ear, and a place where there are many ways of knowing 

embraced and explored. And there are people like Max Liboiron, who founded and runs the 

CLEAR (Civic Laboratory for Environmental Action Research) lab through Memorial 

University and who, using science and marine plastics as the medium, is helping to craft and 

create a new way forward for scientific labs everywhere. A conversation published online 

between Max and PhD student Emily Simmonds provides a description of methodologies 

used within the CLEAR lab that could be used by others seeking to make science more 

inclusive (Simmonds, 2019). All speak to respect, collaboration, a seeking and sharing of 

truth, and an ethic of care and responsibility to others. 

5.8. Uniting head and heart 

Many of us within biology, science, and academia have learned to shut off our 

dissenting internal voice. We have had to ignore it for so long that we have to work to find it 

again. We have been baptized into the church of Science (with a capital S) and to question 

its protocols, foundations, acolytes, and priests could mean we are excommunicated, 

disgraced, renounced. We end up “walking con los ojos vendados, with blindfolds on [our] 
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feet” (Estes, 1995, p. 27). But, when we stop and seek to reconnect with those values we 

learned to brush aside, looking and listening with our feelings in a conscious both/and effort, 

we remove those blindfolds. We remember to follow our feet, to use all our senses and 

experiences then, as participant interviewee seven pointed out, “the answers will come. 

Good answers.” 

When we allow room for both heart and mind, we work better, we do better, and we 

make better. And when we do so in collaboration, it has the power for change. As noted by 

Lauren Watwood, another member of the CLEAR lab; “protocols leak out” (Watwood, 2019). 

These things we do and these ways we interact, they create ripples that can turn into waves; 

if you are a good swimmer, you can ride with Mother Ocean across worlds. 

So I hold onto the words of participant interviewee seven, I hold them deep in my 

muscles, my soft tissues, within every piece of myself. And I remember that I “can smell the 

breeze, the air… [and I can] go deeper in that”. When I feel stripped of everything, like I can’t 

push any harder or go any further I remember, and I hold onto those moments of connection. 

I am not alone.  

 

“When the sharpest words wanna cut me 

down, I’m gonna send a flood, gonna drown 

‘em out. 

I am brave, I am bruised, 
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I am who I’m meant to be, this is 

me. Look out ‘cause here I come, 

and I’m marching on to the beat I 

drum. I’m not scared to be seen, 

I make no apologies, this is me.” 

(Pasek & Paul, 2017) 

5.9. Moving forward 

The idea of putting our hearts on display is terrifying, but I believe wholeheartedly that 

the gains are worth the risks. Things cannot continue on the path they were forged. We need 

a new scientific and academic paradigm that embraces our unique experiences as people 

from a variety of backgrounds and world views while “not [moving] the data deliberately 

towards an end point” (Biaett, 2012, p. 71). Instead, we need to slow down, and make room to 

inspire through our work. It is time we brought the ivory tower down; it is an outdated vision 

that doesn’t reflect our world or her peoples. Many believe we need “intersectional 

environmentalism” (Thomas, 2020, paras. 8-9). While I agree, I would extend that and say we 

need intersectionality in all areas of scholarship. As scary as an idea as it may be, this 

includes embracing our very human selves. 

I have put myself out there, been entirely and completely vulnerable, welcomed folx 

in, still managed to maintain Eurocentric scientific rigour, and all without bursting into flames 

(though sometimes it felt like I might). This thesis journey thrust me “down a road [I wasn't 

sure I could] ever reach the end of… [and I] realize[d], as I did, that even the impossible can 
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be accomplished if you’re willing to take the first step” (Beresford-Kroeger, 2019, pp. 74-75), 

and are willing to accept “no” when it’s how that vulnerability is responded to. The first road 

we take, when full of hope and determination may or may not be the road we end on, and 

that needs to be okay. Part of vulnerability is allowing ourselves space to feel, to adjust, and 

to lack perfection. The I exists within science and within biology; I am that I. The I is valid. 

The I is Indigenous. The I is feminist. The I belongs. I will not deny the I. I am here. I will be 

visible.  I will be seen. 

 

 

 

If more of us begin demonstrating vulnerability, empathy, generosity, reciprocity, and 

bottom up approaches to our work, it will become easier “when Women [capital W added] 

work towards a shared goal [we] are a formidable force” (Colwell, 2020, p. 74). So let us be 

Image 21. warning sign meme
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kind together: kind and open and welcoming. It is the science we need, the science we all 

deserve. 

Journal Entry 
28th of November, 2019 

Thursday @ 4:51 p.m. 
Christi Belcourt retrospective. 

I had intended to view the entire exhibit and then to choose one piece to 

sit with, to dive into, to write and commune with, yet here I am ¾ of the way 

through and moved to tears. 

-  yes I fought them back several times, but they got me. 

And it wasn’t her works which did me in, it was her words.  her piece: This 

Painting is a Mirror, 2012, 198x274cm.  With it she sent a message for this 

exhibit:   

“This painting is a mirror, reflecting all the beauty you 

have inside, every kind and compassionate act, every 

time you cared, every act of generosity and gentleness.” 

 And now I sit facing it. 

 And now I cry. 

 In an empty room, alone with her work.   

 And yes. 

   I am bees and 

    I am berries 

     and 

   I am birds and 

    I am beauty. 
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 And I cry.  Without shame. 

And I fear I have to stop writing as my eyes are so flooded that I am 

relying on the feel of pen to page vs sight. 

 I hold oceans 

  in my eyes 

   and those 

    oceans are 

     bursting 

      forth. 

I can’t see the page 

        but it is full of 

   gratitude. 

. 

. 

. 

The sounds of a child stretching their voice, experimenting with their 

echo, taking up space, owning her presence with unabashed joy and enthusiasm 

broke my tears open.  Her mother tried to apologize and I said “NO.  Be loud, 

take up space, test the limits”... and then I yelled too.  I yelled with this child in 

the gallery and it was beautiful. 

 

*** 
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Image 22. in the gallery 
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